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Madison County: high number of alcohol-related arrests
Following is part of a collection of
stories on alcoholism compiled by
Elizabeth 11 onsen's community journalism class. See page A-6for more
stories.
By Gina Runyon
and
Russ Cassidy
Madison County averaged four
times as many alcohol-related arrests
than the United States and twice as
many as the state of Kentucky per

Attitudes
on alcohol
first in a -eries

capita, according to a study by two
university professors.
The purpose of the study that has
already been presented to the American Society of Criminology in Chicago was to see how alcohol-related
arrest rates in Madison County and

Kentucky compared to those across
the country.
The resulting report compiled by
Dr. Gary Cordner and Dr. Terry Cox.
police administration professors, did
not give specific reasons why Madison County had substantially higher
alcohol-related arrest rates in 1986.
However, Cordner said one cause
might be because Richmond is considered a "party town" and that Madison
County is surrounded by so many dry
counties to the cast and south.

"The university puts into the county
a large number of people who are at a
risk for overindulgence in alcoholic
beverages," Cordner said. "More
people increases the possibility that
more people will be arrested."
Cordner and Cox also compared
arrest rates in the five counties that are
home to regional universities.
Calloway County (Murray State
University),CampbellCounty (Northcm Kentucky University), Warren
County (Western Kentucky Univer-

sity), Rowan County (Morehead State
University) were compared with
Madison, which had the highest number of alcohol-related arrests per capita of the five.
In their report, the two professors
said the presence of a regional university "may have some tendency to produce higher levels of alcohol-related
enforcement, but the tendency is not
overwhelming."
Besides having high arrest rates for
alcohol-related offenses, Madison

County also registered high arrest rates
for order maintenance violations such
as disorderly conduct, vagrancy, curfew violations and loitering.
Cordner and Cox also listed the
characteristics of people arrested for
alcohol-related offenses in 1987 and
details about the legal processing of
those cases.
According to Cordner, Madison
County District Court records reflect
an overwhelming percentage of the
(See MADISON, Page A-4)

Ashland gives $250,000

Kickin'

By Donna Pace
Managing editor
In a move described as a smart
investment in the future, the Ashland
Oil Foundation, Inc. donated $250,000
Jan. 12 to support construction of a
Fire Protections Systems and Safety
Laboratory at the university.
A $50,000 check was given to university President Dr. H. Hanly Fundcrburk as a fifth of the $250,000 that
will be donated within a five-year
period. It is also the largest corporation gift ever received by the university.
The 15.000-square-foot facility will
offer computer, fire-chemistry and
hazardous-materials laboratories, an
emergency services training area, fully
functional fire detection and suppression system, classroom space and faculty offices.
It will serve as a center for educa-

tional programs and in-service training for fire and safety practitioners.
At its completion, the project is
expected to cost at least $1.2 million,
designed in three stages including initial construction and equipping, facility expansion and construction of an
outdoor laboratory bum facility.
Applied research and testing to
develop new fire protection and safety
concepts will be a primary consideration in the building's design and in
equipment selection.
"The laboratory facility will allow
for the study, design and use of equipment to prevent costly accidents and
losses." said Dr. Bill Tillctt, chairman
of the university's department of loss
prevention and safety.
Ashland Oil has a full-time safety
staff trained with the most current
technology in fire prevention, systems
and safety, according to John Hall,

chairman and chief executive officer
of Ashland Oil.
Hall said the new facilities could be
used to train these safety learns, which
have previously had to travel outside
the state for this education.
"It should go without saying that
fire prevention and safety are critically
important in an oil refinery," Hall said.
(See ASHLAND, Page A-12)
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Room search questioned
By Brent Risner
News editor
A university student believes his
room in Dupree Hall was illegally
searched in November by residence
hall staff and is considering filing a
lawsuit
Lionel Long, 19, a sophomore biology major from Liberty, said his room
was searched without notice by Dupree
Hall director Steve Parsons Nov. 9.
Long was under investigation by
campus police on suspicion of forging
checks. Charges have been dropped
against Long and police are investigat-

ing former Dupree Hall residents in
the case.
On the day Long's room was entered, two custodians in Dupree Hall
had reported to Parsons that they had
found checks and money orders packed
in an oatmeal box in the trash chute.
Jerry Hacker and Travis Abrams
discovered 14 sequentially numbered
checks belonging to Protek, a Louisville company, that were all made out
with a paymaster machine in the
amount of $271.43 and dated Nov. 28,
according to a police report
Also found in the box were five

money orders that were among at least
60 that had been reported stolen from
a liquor store in Jefferson County and
had been issued on the Bank of Louisville. The money orders were made
payable to Long in a total amount of
$600.
A detective in Jefferson County
had reported to public safety earlier
that day two of the stolen Protek checks
totaling $450 had been signed and
cashed at a Winn Dixie store by Long.
Parsons said he received a call from
campus police investigator Dan
(See STUDENT, Page A-5)

Lighter gets five years

Progreea photo / Charlie Borton

Danny Britt, a sophomore from Richmond enjoys Monday's springlike weather playing
with a Hackey-Sack at the amphitheater in the Ravine.

Harris decides to go pro
Jeffrey Newton
Sports editor
If anyone is wondering why junior
tailback sensation Elroy Harris is
choosing to skip his senior season and
dive straight into the National Football
League's draft, he'll be happy to tell
you.
"Write this down," Harris said.
"Elroy Harris has never had the money
that he is about to receive."
It's as simple as that
Harris, a Maitland, Fla., native formally announced his intentions last
Friday night: He will not play football
for the Colonels next season.
Harris said his three children, two
sons and a daughter, were a major
motivational factor in his leaving. With
the money he will make for signing, he
will take care of his children.
When asked if his grades affected
his decision on leaving, Harris said he
wou Id have gone one way or the other.
"I was ready to go if I had the grades
or not," he said.

In Harris' career at the university That, and the fact he has outstandhe has had academic problems, sitting ing strength and fairly good speed,
out the 1986 season because he failed running the 40-yard dash in 4.S4 secto meet eligibility requirements.
onds, makes him a good candidate for
Sitting on a light brown bench in an early pick.
the laundry room of O'Domell Hall at
When head coach Roy Kidd was
12:45 a.m. Wednesday, Harris talked
about where he would like to play asked how he felt when he heard the
news about his star running back, Kidd
football.
kept it simple.
He said he would like to play in a
"Sick," he said.
warm climate, preferably close to
"I'm happy for him if he goes in the
home.
That would limit him to the Miami early rounds," Kidd said Saturday after
Dolphins and the Tampa Bay Bucca- hearing the news.
Kidd said Harris will be taking 13
neers.idealistically. His thinking might
then turn to some of the Texas teams hours this semester just in case he
decides to stay. That would enable
or teams in California.
At any rate, he is ready to play pro him to remain eligible for next season
if he can keep his grades up to par.
ball.
When asked if he thought Harris
"I think I can go in the second or
first round if I do what I am capable of would change his mind, Kidd said,
looking very solemn," I don't know."
doing," he said.
At 22 he has made one of the most
The probability of Harris going in
important decisions of his life.
an early round is high.
No longer will he do his traditional
After all, Harris barely missed gaining 2,000 yards in one season by a post-touchdown back flip at Hanger
Field.
short two yards.
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By Brent Risner
News editor
Mclinda Lighter was sentenced
Jan. 4 to five years in jail by Madison Circuit Judge James S. Chcnault for her role in the deaths of
two 21-year-old university students, Michelle Magruder and
Tonia King, last year.
Lighter, 21, pleaded guilty to
two amended charges of reckless
homicide Nov. 7 when Chcnault
heard a recommendation by Commonwealth's Attorney Tom Smith
to sentence her to the maximum of
five years on each count of the
indictment.
Chcnault did not grant Smith's
request or that of Lighter's attorney, Frank Haddad, that the defendant be put on probation.
However, Chcnault did not rule
out probation for Lighter once she
served a portion of her sentence.
Magruder and King died when a
car Lighter was operating failed to
negotiate a curve and struck a utility pole on North Second Street.
Witnesses told police they saw a
car resembling Lighter's traveling
after dark at a high rate of speed
with the aid of only her parking
lights.
An analysis of Lighter's blood
taken at Panic A. Clay Hospital
after the accident revealed a bloodalcohol level of .288, according to
Richmond police.
Lighter also was sentenced to
seven days in jail and ordered to
pay a $500 fine after she pleaded
guilty to driving under the influence. She began serving her sentence in the Madison County Jail
Jan. 4.
Since Lighter pleaded guilty to
reckless homicide, she docs not
have the option of appealing the

f
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Melinda Lighter after her sentencing Jan. 4.
sentence.
While the family of Michelle
Magruder opposed jail time for
Lighter, Earl F. King, the father of
the other victim, said Monday he
believed Chcnault's sentence "will
tell other people that you can't go
out, drink and drive, and then expect not to take any responsibility
for your actions."
"The Magruder girl was a very
close friend to the Lighter girl, but
Tonia hardly knew the Lighter girl,"
King said. "Had it been Tonia's
close friend, we might have felt a

I

little differently."
King said he felt like he made a
mistake by sending Tonia to the
university because of the party reputation associated with Richmond
and the campus.
"I feel like if she had gone to
Morehead like my other daughter,
noneot this wouldhave happened.
King said.
He said he has filed suit against
the Lighters' insurance company
for refusing to pay liability damages to his family.
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Success of '89 depends on leaders
As 1988 rode out on a wave of tragedy, prosperity
and George Bush, so began 1989 for the university
and the world.
1988 was a generally positive year for the university and a year of big news for the planet Earth.
Presidential election matters dominated United
States headlines, permanently imprinting the faces
of Michael Dukakis and George Bush in the minds
of America's voters and its children.
By November, anyone who was literate and had
eyes knew the vice president and Massachusetts
governor who were vying for America's highest
office.
Victories like improved relations with Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev and an agreement from
PLO leader Yassar Arafat not to endorse terrorism
gave the country something to cheer about, while
tragedies like the Pan Am jet crash and other terrorist acts brought tears to people all over the world.
On the university front, enrollment rose slightly.
as did tuition; the football Colonels saw another
winning season; and students and staff watched with
awe and pride as the Summer Olympics in Seoul.
South Korea, welcomed a university student as a
member of the U.S. Olympic track team.
In 1989, we hope to see great things from the
university and from the rest of the world.
Ideally, the United States would make peace with
Libya and other opposing countries, paving the way
for peace on earth.
The South African government would fall in line
and end the persecution and discrimination that have
made apartheid famous.
Starving countries would receive the food and

medical attention they need, and the medical profession would find cures for cancer and AIDS.
It is unlikely that all of these things will happen,
but we can hope that some will and that progress will
be made toward all.
As for the university, a decrease in tuition is top
priority since the university's students are its livelihood, and it must be accessible to them.
With state funds to universities decreasing regularly, the university must up other resources for
funds, but voluntary contributions and donations are
preferable to increased tuition.
Of course, the perennial parking problem is a
priority for attention and improvement.
We appeal to the administration: Build a parking
structure. Stop allowing freshmen cars on campus.
Do something.
Another proposal we would like to see become a
reality is floor-by-floor coed housing. While university adminstrators claim they want a progressive
institution, they tend to maintain restrictive and
puritanical conditions.
Students deserve a chance to show how mature
and responsible they can be. Their study habits and
moral character will not be affected by living one
floor from the opposite sex. Most of the principles
which will govern their adult lives are already established.
1989 can be a good year or a bad year. Much of its
outcome will be determined by people in high places,
people making important decisions.
To these people we submit two requests: peace
and progress.

King Day good for social progress
A little more than 20 years ago, a man was
murdered in Memphis, Tcnn., shot down unexpectedly by a malicious assasin. He wasn't an influential
government official or a famous movie star. He was
a preacher.
Something this man did scared people. His cause
stirred controversy and threatened to change the
America many wanted to keep.
Manin Luther King Jr. wanted what many Americans want: peace, freedom, good will. His downfall
was that he wanted these things for all people. He
wanted to see blacks, whites and people of all races
have the best possible world.
For this he was murdered. Now, after 20-plus
years, we honor this man one day a year with
marches, chapel services and eloquent speeches.
Unfortunately, it's too late for the Rev. King. No
amount of recognition will bring him back.
But the progress he made for the minorities of this
country can never be reversed. He initialed the kind
of courage and determination that paved the way for
modem-day civil rights leaders like the Rev. Jesse
Jackson.
King's refusal to be submissive in the face of
discrimination and persecution gave others who felt

they deserved better the inspiration to demand better.
He called for equal opportuni tics and equal treatment. He befriended the president of the United
States, John F. Kennedy, who shared his convictions, in order to further his cause.
Today blacks, whites and other races attend school
together, share desks at work and serve on the same
church and civic committees.
Segregation is not obsolete, but at least it is
largely by choice rather than by force.
The situation between minorities and majorities
is largely improved. Although hatred and animosity
still exist in the hearts of some, good will and
friendship have flourished among others.
Honoring Manin Luther King is not only positive
but necessary. This country must be reminded of the
cruelty and oppression of earlier America, and it
must feel the urgency for change, constant change
and improvement.
Prejudice and discrimination must be wiped out.
if not today, then tomorrow. In order for this to
happen. King's convictions have to be kept alive,
and honoring him one day a year seems the least we
can do

Things change; things stay same
Congratulations to students who braved the inadequate parking situations, dodged bulldozers and
mud holes, and triumphed through enough classes to
maintain status as a student at the university.
With the first week of spring semester coming to
an end today, be consoled in the fact that some
problems faced in the fall semester are usually not
present in the spring.
In the eternal test of "Survival of the Fittest"
several peers, many of whom are freshmen, have
chosen to leave us.
Some who spent more evenings on First Street
than in the John Grant Crabbe Library are partying
with parents this semester.
Weaker s*idents and others who cannot afford
the $66 increase in tuition have left us with extra
breathing space so uncommon that it is breathtaking.
While the university might be stronger through
this weeding process, there are other advantanges
not relating to academics.
For those who visited residence hall after residence hall until a permanent home was available or
were blessed with two roommates at the beginning

of the semester, space should be ample.
Private residence hall rooms may be obtained and
room changes might even be possible. According to
Kim Sparks, employee of housing, private and empty
rooms are available as well as double occupancy
rooms currently having just one occupant.
Of course these privileges are here for a short time
only on a first-come, first-serve basis.
Parking spaces may even be secured in Alumni
Coliseum Lot. although the other parking facilities
are still operating under the "race-for-space" policy.
With all these changes occurring, it is comforting
to know that some university traditions never change.
Parking tickets were distributed promptly in
employee parking lots, even before classes officially began And those long lines signifying late
registration and drop-add opportunities that wrap
around the comers of the Combs Building's second
floor are once again present.
To believe any different would be as unfathomable as beginning classes at the beginning of the
week instead of a Thursday before a three-day
weekend.

Guidelines for letters to the editor
The Eastern Progress encourages in
readers lo write letters to the editor on
topics of interest to the university community.
Letters submitted for publication
should by typed and double-spaced. They
should be no longer than 230 words. The
Progress may condense letters over 250
words. However, grammar, punctuation
and spelling will not be changed or corrected in a letter.
Letters should be addressed to the
newspaper and must contain the author's

address and telephone number. Letters
must also include the author's signature.
Carbon copies, photocopies and letters
with illegible signatures will not be accepted. Unsigned letters will not be accepted.
The Progress uses its own judgment
to determine if a letter is libelous or in
poor taste and reserves the right to reject
any letter.
The Progress also gives readers an
opportunity to ex press more detailed opinions in a column called "Your Turn."

These columns should be in the form
of an editorial or essay. Those interested
in writing a "Your Turn" column should
contact the editor before submitting an
article. Letters and columns should be
mailed to The Eastern Progress ,117
Donovan Annex. Eastern Kentucky University. Richmond, Ky. 40475.
The deadline for submitting a letter
for a specific issue is noon Monday prior
to Thursday's publication.
Letters and columns will be printed in
accordance with available space.

First towing proves traumatic
As I confidently strode into the
newsroom, secure in the knowledge
that my shiny silver Nissan was parked
out back, I warmly greeted my colleagues who had congregated for our
first staff meeting of 1989.
Wc embraced and exchanged pleasantries.
I drifted around the room from one
chum to another.
Suddenly the hum of our happy
chatter was shattered by the arrival of
a flustered and out-of-breath staffer
who raggedly announced:
"Whocvcr's in the silver Nissan
better get it quick! It's being towed!"
I laughed good-naturedly and said,
"Sure.'* As I turned to the next person
and opened my mouth to speak, he
yelled, "No, I'm serious! Your car's
being towed!"
I gave him a weak smile and whimpered, "It's mine...."
Bizarre images of white-wall tires
and little silver hubcaps rolling across
the parking lot flashed through my
mind as I wondered if I'd be able to get
through the forthcoming staff meeting
without weeping.
I remembered a night last semester
when I forgot my Citation was parked
in an employee lot and left it there
overnight and into the next afternoon
without being towed. I guessed this
was my payback.
When my wits finally kicked in and
I realized that I might still be able to
save the day, I bolted from the room
and sprinted to the employee parking
lot behind the Donovan Annex.
I burst from the door to realize with
half relief, half horror that the car was
already hanging from the back of the
tow truck. Whew! At least it wasn't on

Whatnot

Amy Caudill
its way to the Carter Lot.
I screeched to a halt by the truck
and faced "HER" — the ticket lady
who drives the little white truck. (I'd
seen her pull into the lot behind me
and knew she'd write me a ticket as
she'd done the day before. I didn't
think the tow truck would be right
behind her!)
"That'smy car! I'll move itif you'll
just take it off that truck!" I appealed
to her stony countenance.
"Sorry," she said coldly. "Once it's
on the truck, we have to tow it." She
was enjoying this. Calm and safe in
her little white truck, she was immune
to the law.
She didn't care that my parents
would hang me from a.hook if one
scratch appeared on their 1989 Nissan
Senna. Visions of me and the Citation,
together again, passed through my
mind.
"But I'll pay the fee," I said, almost
in tears, "if you'll just let me have the
car."
"You'll have to talk to the other
officer."
OK. I still had another chance.
I turned to the man across the truck
and said as politely as I could in my

mounting fury, "Sir, this is my car. If
you'll just let it down, I'll move it"
"Sorry, ma'am. Once it's on the
truck. we can' t let you have it," he said
with a policeman's usual robotic
monotone.
"But can't I just pay you or something?" I hadn't meant to say it this
way and soon regretted doing so.
"No, I can't take any money,
ma'am," he said, appalled.
For goodness' sake, I didn't want
to bribe him!
"You can pay your fee at public
safety and then pick up your car." He
was ruthless. I had lost.
My shoulders slumped; my lip
trembled: my faith in God and man
waivered. The injustice of the whole
episode disillusioned the believer in
happy endings I'd been until today.
As I was about to crumple to the
ground and sob, a last reserve of pride
surged within me, and I squared my
shoulders, turned on my heel and
marched back inside.
I know what you're thinking. The
car wasn't registered, and I parked in
an employee lot. Yes, I was asking for
it
But it was Tuesday — two days
before classes started — and I had a
brand new car — a car that actually
runs — on loan from my parents.
I wanted to revel in the freedom,
the feeling of reckless abandon.
Is it unreasonable to want to park
outside one's place of work? Is it unreasonable to offer to pay a towing fee
and save the tower the trouble?
I think not.
I guess this is yet another testof my
endurance in the never-ending
Doomed Driver series.

Staff welcomes new members
The Eastern Progress is sporting
some new bylines this semester.
Charles Lister, a sophomore art
major from Harrodsburg. takes over as
staff artist Lister is responsible for
designing and sketching our weekly
editorial cartoon and any other artwork that appears in the paper.
Phil Todd, a graduate student in
music theory from Berea, is our new
arts and entertainment editor. Todd

To report a news story or idea:

plans and lays out the copy for pages
B -2-3 and writes a weekly column.
Neil Roberts, a senior journalism
major from Belfry, takes over as assistant news editor. Roberts is in charge
of Police Beat and weekly news stories.
Joe Killin.a senior journalism major
from Richmond, filled the Insights
editor position.
KiUin will plan and lay out all edi-

To place an ad:

News
Brent Risner
622-1882
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Activities
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622-1882
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Sports
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Photos
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622-1872
Classified

Sylvia Goins

Delia Eddy, a senior marketing
major from WMiamsburg. filled their
positions,
Ad representatives are responsible
for selling and designing ads.

The Eastern Progress it a member of
Associated Collegiate Press. Kentucky
Intercollegiate Press Association and
College Newspaper Business ft Advertising Managers, Inc.
The Eastern Progress it published
every Thursday during the school year
with the exception of vacation and examination periods.
Any false or misleading advertising
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Brent New

tions of Insights. Three to four issues
are expected this semester.
The Progress lost two advertising
representatives this semester.
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Kipker

Cameron

Jenny Kipker, sophomore, finance,
Columbus, Ohio:
To get good grades and meet new
people."

Carla Hall, junior, business management, Dayton Ohio:
To treat ignorant people better."
Robert Berger, senior, business,
West Chester, Ohio:
"I resolve to get above a 3.0, drink less
on weekdays and buy as much stock in
the Adolph Coon Company as possible."

KeUey Cameron, sophomore, nursing, Louisville:
To get along better with everybody
and do better in school."
Jezierny

Hoehler

Siblings disagree on interests:
ESPN vs. the Beverly Hillbillies
What does a member of the male
gender do when holiday bowl-season
arrives and he doesn't really care who
wins?
Don't get me wrong. I love catching a good basketball or football game
on the tube when there's nothing else
interesting or informative.
My brother, Doug, on the other
hand, will skip through 25 channels or
more of stimulating cable-channel
promises cram packed with mystery
and intrigue to find his heaven-blessed
ESPN, which actually stands for Engage Senses Past kNowledge.
For some reason, only one hour of
viewing ESPN seems to draw out some
insane Bohemian competition in us
all, no matter what the gender.
Even if ESPN went off the air permanently, the New Year's Day college football games gave my brother at
least three weeks worth of tele-athletic excitement until the Super Bowl.
While my brother made many resolutions New Year's Eve, Try not to
watch so many sporting events in the
coming year," did not come to mind
I'm sure.
As my brother and I look turns
switching from one parade to another
New Year's Day, I couldn't help
wonder why there are so many bowl
games played.
I mean, what's with all the names?
They have the Fiesta Bowl, the
Cotton Bowl, the Sugar Bowl, the Rose

Did you see thai?]"
"See what, Doug?" I asked.
"Hedroppcd the ball,"he screamed.
"He dropped the ball, that

My Turn

Joe Killin
Bowl, the Citrus Bowl and the suspiciously-similar-but-totally-unrelatcd
Orange Bowl. Then there's the Peach
Bowl, ihc Freedom Bowland the Gator
Bowl.
Get the picture?
I would like to see the bowl placed
on Marv Albert's head when he gets
his hair cut
As bowl game No. 1 started, Doug
turned from mere avid sports enthusiast into television sports android, sat
on the edge of anything that looked
stable, plugged his pupils into the
screen and silently waited. What was
he waiting for you may ask?
Is he waiting for someone to score?
Is he waiting for an award-winning
play? Is he waiting for someone to
screw up an award-winning play?
He was waiting for an excuse to
leap from where he's sitting, point to
the television screen and yell to anyone — imaginary or real — sitting in
the room with him,"Did you see that?!

As I walked out of the room, he
continued to rant and question the
poor player's agility. I'm forced to
laugh at his childish behavior.
Feeling farsuperior than he, I could
hardly wait until I get a chance to catch
my favorite syndicated comedy. The
Beverly Hillbillies."
'
I know next time I talk to him. he
will have picked San Francisco to win
the Super Bowl, and although, I really
don't care who wins. I'll pick Cincinnati to make it interesting.

Clarification

11M following reports have beta Mas) with
the university '• division of public safety.

Nov. 8:
Ktnrta Tex tar, Dupree Hall, repotted that
his checkbook was stolen from his room.
Nov. 22:
Beth Wright. Manox Hall, repotted bar
purse was stolen from Room 122 of the Donovan Annex. Contents of the purse included
several identification cards and jewelry valued
at more than $400.
Michael Hogg, Commonwealth Hall, reported the theft of $60 in cash from a drawer in
the room of Gary Halt, a resident on his floor.
Kenneth Nelson reported the than of a
VCR from a room in the University Building.
Tuck Wootum, O'DomeU Hall, reported
the fire alarm sounding is O'DonnelL The
Richmond Fire Department determined that a
custodian had started an emergency generator,
triggering the alarm.
Jha Cay, Todd Hall, reported thai an individual stole the phone receiver from the wall in
the lobby ofTodd. and while fleeing the building, broke a glass in one of the doors in the
lobby.TaylorFrazlerBaraey,19.KceneIlall,
was arrested on the charges of alcohol intoxication and possession of marijuana in
connection with the incident.
Stacey Marritt. 25, Greenfield, Ohio, was
arrested on the charge of alcohol intoxication.
Donald Batch reported that someone had
suempted to steal a car belonging to AAA
Windows, Inc. from the Jones Parking Lot.
Items stolen from inside the vehicle included a
bumper jack, a fira extinguisher and an owner's
manuaL
Wayne Jena lags reported the theft of $30
in cash from a cabinet in an office in the Beglcy
Building.
David Buckner, Todd Hall, reported that
someone had stolen five checks from the glove
compartment of hit car in Euendale Lot

In a Dec. 8 photo caption, Annie Nov. 23:
Bettler was misidentified.
Tuck Wootum, O'Donncil Hall, reported
A Dec. 8 news story incorrectly that someone had thrown a chair through a
machine in O'DomeD and stolen the
staled that cholesterol screenings vending
contents.
would be part of the services provided
Donna Williams, Case Hall, reported the
by the College of Allied Health and theft of several items, valued at more than
Nursing as part of the Wellness Cen- $450. belonging to Wendy Sullivan and Usa
ter. This service is provided by the Cllne from their room in Case.
College of Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Athletics. The
WOUK t Oil YO' IH',( ' I
baccalaureate and associate degree
Aa a campus repreeontanVo
nursing faculty will volunteer blood
youH bo reeponaMo lor placing
advortamg matanaat on botortn
pressure checks, lifestyle assessments,
boards and working on
weight checks and hearing and vision
market* »g programs tor cHonts
screenings.
such aa American Express),

Typing
that nee*
no tutoring.
vour assignment todav
Students, your
today is
to learn how to use the Smith Corona
XL 2500 typewriter.
Ooops, don't get too settled in your
seats. The XL 2500 isn't a very difficult
study.
In fact, unlike most electronic typewriters, it's a downright snap to pick up.
The Spell-Right"50.000 word electronic dictionary adds new meaning to
the word "simple!'
WbrdEraser*erases entire words at
a single touch.
WbrdFind" finds your mistakes before
anyone else can.
The XL 2500 even makes correcting
mistakes as easy as making them.
With the Smith Corona Correcting
Cassette, you simply pop
in your correction tape.
There are no spools
to unwind... no complicated threading
...no tangles.

Police beat

Ofrn»r««»
Of course, wp'walenattftaaUc^
we've also added lots
of other fine features to the XL 2500.
There's full line correction, Auto
Half-Space, Auto Center, even our Right
Ribbon SystemT which automatically
prevents you from using the wrong
combination of ribbon and correcting
cassette.
Oh, one more feature we forgot to
mention—the price. You'll be happy to
hear that the XL 2500 is surprisingly
affordable.
So you see, the XL 2500
won't just make your writing
easier.
It'll also help you with
your economics.

• aa das product, writ, K Saata Coma Corscrtuoa.« LOOM MM,
kCaaaa (Canada Ltd ).U0Ttvcanltai4.Sat%oim+.Omuno. ~

•311 W. HOWARD STREET
CHICAGO, n soeta
1(«00)zz1-3a42or
(J12)a47-a»«
CHICAGO DALLAS LOS OMOtLtB
NIWVOS* SEATTLE

I1Y4

Dae. 3:
Karen Ray, reported her vehicle had bean
damaged while parked in Martin Lot
Dec 4:
Robert Rowland. Little Caesar's Pizza,
Richmond, reported that two pizzas were stolen from his car while making a delivery inside
Keenellall.
Dec 5:
Paulette Ralston, Caw Hall, reported that
a check and an undetermined amount of cash
were stolen from her room.
Brad Burch, Martin Hall, reported ttv
sounding of the fire alann at Martin. Tiv
Richmond Fire Department determined tlic

cause of the alarm was a smoldering cigarette
under a custodian's mop.
Mdvht Alcorn reported the sounding of
the fira alarm in Combs Hall. The Richmond
Fira Department responded but found no presence of smoke or fire.
Terry Richards, Todd Hall, reported me
theft of a textbook from the University Bookstore bookdrop area.
Urn Stuckey. Martin Hall, reported that a
window was broken in her room.
Stacey Footer. Bumam Hall, repotted that
her car had been damaged by a thrown whiskey
bottle while parked in Alumni Coliseum Lot
Dec 7:
Anthony SmMh, Little Caesars Pizza
employee, repotted thai a carrying case and two
pizzas were stolen from his car while making a
delivery inside Telford Hall
Tim Robinson. Keenc Hall, reported the
theft of the hub caps of his car while parked in
KeeneLot
JIM Lefevre, Telford Hall, reported that
someone broke into her vehicle in Telford Lot
Nothing intide was apparently taken.
Dtwim LuttreH. Telford Hall, reported that
her hart park and as contents had been stolen
from the bookdrop area of the University Bookstore. Total value of the missing items was $49.
Dec 9:
Marybcwc Weldeu, Walters Hall, reported
that her car was damaged while parked on University Drive across from the Catholic Newman Center. Taken from the car was a radio
valued at $100.
Charles Michael Cecil, Jr, 21. Lebanon.
wis arrested on the charge of driving under the
influence.
Brian Carey, Dupree llsll. reported the
thefl of the hubcaps of his car while parked in
the Alumni Coliseum Lot
Sheri Singer .Telford Hall, reported the
thefl of a purse belonging to Karen TJerney. a
Telford resident Three credit cards, a wallet
and a checkbook were among the missing items.
Dec. 10:
Santa Jackson. Case Hall, repotted the
theft of $42 from her room.
Vincent Ware. O'Donnell Hall, reported
the theft of $50 from hit room.

(See POLICE BEAT, Page A'-4)

FREE* JUNIOR SWIMSUIT
'Buy any swimsuK, and get one free from a
special select ton - white they last!

FREE* WOMENS SHOES
'Buy one pair of shoes $25.00 or more, and get 1 pair free
from a special selection of rack shoes (hundreds to choose

SPRING BREAK 1989

FREE* JR. DENIM JEANS
MEXICO 7NKJHT8
VaSaru kom IM
Mtaaaanhomme

'Buy any merchandise of $50.00 or more, and get one pair
free from a large selection of Calvin Klein, Levi, and several
others. Hundreds of pairs in a special selection - values to
$44.00. Limit 1 free pair - whHe they last

W6LPF YANNING B£D SPECIAL—
10 visits - Just $17.50

BAHAMAS

(sessions must be used by February 18,1989)
Limit on* coupon

E5L
All above coupons expire February 4,1989
Ms*»aa»w»occupancy
SewetWa 4 mot*
r*X Han>«>»v Marti ■ ■ mm ingrexiri C ml

Eastern By-Pass

1-800PASSAQE

K

UDI0
624-2727

Richmond, Ky

Classifieds
COLLEGE REP WANTED to distribute "Student Rate" subscription
cards at this campus. Good income. For information and application write to: COLLEGIATE
MARKETING SERVICES, 251
Glenwood Dr., Mooresville, NC
28115.

.CTOMMor

Dec. I:
George Campbell reported that his car
caught fire in Martin Lot The Richmond fire
Department responded and extinguished the
fire. It was ascertained that a short in the heater
motor had caught some leaves on fira and the
vehicle was deemed safe to drive.
Pamela Carter, Martin Hall, reported a
gold necklace valued at $90 was stolen from the
bathroom in Martin.
Dec 2:
Elgin CottrUI, Brockton, reported the theft
of leitbooks. valued at $35.63 from the Resource Center of the Crabbc Library.

AMERICAN PASSAGE
NETWORK

HELP WANTED

NOT

Nov. 21:
Donna Williams, Case Hall, reported the
sounding of the fire alarm in Case. The
Richmond Fira Department responded to the
call, but found no presence of smoke or fire.
Daniel Houlihan, Richmond, reported
damage done to his car parked in the Alumni
Coliseum Lot
Linda Halt reported the sounding of the
fire alarm in the Weaver Building. The
Richmond Fire Department responded to the
call, and found that an emergency generator
was aimed an, triggering the alarm.

Boston Unweraty. Eursrt. and
varloua movie companies,
among others Pert-time work,
choose your own hours No
salsa Many of our rope stay
tMh ua long alter graduation. ■
you are sorl-moOvated. hardwodtlng. andaMofan
eotfsp* tyrtsur, CSM Of Write) fOf
fflOfO hi>QI mtsttUfl to.

STUDENTS INTERESTED IN
EARNING A FREE SPRING
BREAK IN MEXICO OR THE
BAHAMASI CALL CAMPUS
TOURS. INC. AT (305) 772-8687.

For More ■

Nov. 27:
Laura Stephens, Telford Hall, reported
the theft of money and items valued at $333
from her room in Telford. Also reported stolen
was $30 cash belonging to Glna Glasnbri. also
of Telford.

Help Wanted Part- time bartenders All Students, Faculty and Staff are
apply Tazwells 2-4 pm Thursday encouraged to call 3 311 or 2264 or
and Friday.
drop by Keith 131 and wish Dr.
Elizabeth (Libby) WachtelaHappy
40th Birthday today, tomorrow or
National marketing firm seeks Monday!
ambitious, mature student to
manage on -campus promotions for
top national companies this school
Spice Up Your Love Life*
year. Flexible hours with earnings
potential to $2,500. Call Lisanne or
Rebecca at 1-800-592-2121.
> Send That Special Someone
'
A Valentine's message
,
through our classifieds.

PERSONAL

I will send your valentine a handBAE Computer needs responsible
written, old-fashion, romantic love
student to represent our computer.
letter. Send your name and name
Incentive bonus plan. Interested
& address of loved one, $10 cash
persons please send resume to
or check to: P. Anegel, PO Box
3563 Ryder Street, Santa Clara,
5172, Richmond. KY 40475-5172.
CA 95051.
'

I *^C$

JAll massages must be at the Progtrass office no later than 11am.
•Fab. 6. $2 for 10 fcv..V words.
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Bates reflects on old, plans for new
Allow your mind to flash back to
the first week of April of 1988 to a
campus plastered with yellow posters
displaying two little, semidwecbish
fellows trying to look like big, semiprofessional politicians majestically
shaking hands in front of the stately
columns of the Coates Administration
Building.
Atop the campaign poster reads:
"The Concerned Party." If the image
you have conjured up resembles a scene
that could be taken as a poor "Saturday
Night Live" political spoof, then you're
probably with me on this one.
Well, I was one-half of that campaign effort that eventually won the
Student Association executive elections last spring and one of several
students who has spent the past nine
months working to turn the campaign
promises of yesterday into the concrete realities of today.
The Progress has monitored and
reported our activities through weekly
articles, regular editorials and advertisements, as well as the periodic Student Associations Happenings sections.
But students inevitably ask me,
"Hunter, what the heck has this 'Concerned Party' that was so committed to
'working with students to make Eastem a better place' been doing since the
last election?"
Scott Childress, Student Association vice president, and I built our
platform on two words: involvement
and ownership.
It has been our goal to work with
the administration to involve as many
students as possible in the total campus life and to give students ownership
in the activities that we sponsor so that
wc establish an altitude of "students
helping students" as opposed to "students helping Scott and Hunter."
Wc uncovered more ideas and enthusiasm over the summer through a
national student government workshop
at Georgetown University. The rest of
the summer I spent worlfing in Washington, DC., while Scott manned the
student senate ship and compiled the
student phone directory.
After interviewing potential candidates, we chose seven very capable
and experienced leaders to make up
the executive cabinet and direct the six
standing committees of the student
senate.
Currently they are studying demographics and gathering facts on the
feasibility of an improved shutde service in order to make the parking lots in

In addition to compiling the student
has been invaluable.
Presidential^ amendments
My article would truly be deficient ph one directory, planning the student
Speaking
if I failed to mention the seemingly scr.it; retreat and overseeing the gen-

Hunter Bates
the Stratton area of campus more practical. This committee also made major
strides toward establishing a campus
day care and hopes to have this project
implemented by the fall semester.
The committee on committees is
led by Laura Lark in, the queen of legislative writing, who serves to coordinate the activities of the cabinet. Her
committee is made up of the college
chairs who also serve as the constitutional review committee.
This committee drafted an unprecedented 17 constitutional amendments,
all of which passed the student senate
in a special session in late November.
Sixteen of these were approved by the
Council on Student Affairs and will be
on the agenda for the upcoming Board
of Regents meeting. Larkin was also
instrumental in helping senate pass 20
articles of legislation last semester.
Marsha Whallcy has kept the public relations committee "movin',
movin', movin' " with her Richard
Simmons-like aerobic energy as this
committee maintains an active calendar with Fall Festival, distribution of
the freshman yearbook, recognition of
outstanding senators and other individuals vital to the university community.
Other activities of last semester
included utilizing the PR Showcase in
the Powell Building, working with
RHA to sponsor banner contests,
underwriting student tickets and purchasing shakers to promote football
playoff games, planning functions
within student senate, distributing
fliers across campus, advertising with
local newspapers and publishing the
Student Association Happenings.
The student court was also sworn
in last semester with Sylvester Lim
serving as the meticulous chief justice. The court has displayed an abundance of energy this past semester as it
has sought to reorganize its structure,
expand its duties, represent students
who appear before the student disciplinary board, and promote the Student Association as a whole.
Its advice and input concerning the
Sludcnt Association constitutional

endless activities of our Student Asso- era! functions of the senate, Scoo "Mr.
Make n :iappen"ChildresshasIedout
ciation vice president
Student Association Bulldog —Joe in campuswide voter registration
Miller — and the elections committee driven, student senator notebook! ad
grabbed the first headlines by carrying plan? for renovation of the weight
out the fall vacancy elections and room.
successfully filling the student senate
Alter conducting surveys with the
to 59 senators.
studer.ts who use the facility in the
We spent a weekend retreat setting Begley Building, En talked with unigoals for the year and discussing prac- versity official! about overall improvetical steps for implementation. We ment of the weight room and the poscontinued to promote our ownership sibility of relocating it.
As it stands now, the weight room
idea by using the first three weeks of
the semester to conduct personal inter- will remain in the Begley Building and
views with the senators in order to find receive $750 from an act passed in
out their ideas and to make sure that student senate Dec. 16.
their concerns were our concerns.
Most students are unaware of the
The academic affairs committee pr ■ vilegc of student representation on
led by the First Lady of Consistency rhs univsrsity's standing committees.
— Judy Simpson — introduced the One of my first responsibilities last sefirst bill of the semester concerning mester was to nominate students to
the Dean's List and its requirements. Funderburk for appointments to each
The bill passed the student senate, of these committees.
faculty senate. Council of Deans and
My main duty as student regent has
will go before the Board of Regents been to serve as the link between the
Saturday.
students and the administration. I have
This committee also carried the also had the opportunity to state the
involvement flag by hosting a recep- student perspective in testimonies betion for Regents scholars and the stu- fore the Council on Higher Education,
dents involved in the newly begun Small Business Legislative Task Force
Honors Program. University President and the Kentucky Higher Education
Dr. H. Hanly Funderburk, administra- Authority.
tors, college deans and student senaAs a part of the stale advisory
tors were on hand to welcome these committee, I have worked with other
students to the university and encour- student government presidents from
age their involvement.
across the stale to help unify the stuThe academic affairs committee dent voice in Frankfort and perpetuate
also made arrangements to work with a statewide student lobby network. As
the admissions office in giving cam- the semester continues, I will also be
pus tours to prospective high school working with Dr. Hay ward M. "Skip"
students. This committee closed out Daughterly in helping to plan the camthe fall semester with tired, bloodshot puswide spring fever week to be held
eyes as its last project was CR A M-A - in April.
RAMA.
With barely three months remainRoy Vcrmillion brought his effi- ing in our administration, our list of
cient, thrifty attitude to the student projects still remains lengthy. Winter
senate as chair of the finance commit- vacancy elections, Spring Fling, extee. He and his committee advised me cel .ti ve and senatorial elections. Brockon the budget that student senate ap- tor, playground, Kentucky Student
proved for this year and have kept Government Leadership Conference,
busy throughout the year in the day- Student Association banquet, winter
to-day management of these monies. retreat. Senate Awareness day,
Mickey Lacy and Eddie Baker wear CRAM-A-RAMA and a heritage
the caps of experience in the Student media for orientation classes are some
Association office and arc co-chairs of the major activities Jut will fill the
of the sludcnt rights committee. This calendar for student senators between
committee spent the majority of the now and May.
semester working to re-establish the
Remember that every full-time
WatchDog Project in order to hear student is a member of the Student Asstudent complaints and researching sociation, and I hope that you will
the issue that we all love to discuss — continue to work with us as we strive
parking.
to make the university a better place.

(CeatftaMd from Pssjt Tarat)
Dae 13:
ReaaM Jacaaea, Irvine, resorts* aiai his
backpack and book* were stolen frose the tease
roan sa the PowiinBailding. Tout value ofeV
misaiaf karat was S 51
•.sates Steam. KaaM Hall, iwsortasl skat a
clan ring aaa $21 oak warn stolee fro- hit
room along with SSObelottjiBtloBit mi asBBSse.
Mtaara Hardy
Maaka Day, Tdford Hall, reported that a
window panel in the lobby of Teeford had been
brakes.
Scett SaKstaaa reported that • rock bad
broken • window on the east tide of Model
Laboratory School.
Chart* A. Beaeaa. Kaaaa Hal. wai arajajfej on the charge of driving eraser tie influence.
Tracy Hawaiian. Doprae Hall, reported
that a window in Dupree had bean broken.
Brian PH*. Kaene Hall, reported thai a
citizens band radio antenna had bean stolen
front his vehicle while parked ia Keene Lot.
Dae. 14:
Taa Greater. Dupree Halt, reported the
theft of his backpack and two natrbooki from
the book drop area of the University Bookstore.
Sea* Peaalaitea .O' DonneU Hal. reported
the theft of two textbooks from bis room.
Michelle niiajUi, Telford Hall, reported
the theft of her checkbook from her room.

Dec. IS:
Ooaftas Tnacker, Kaene Hall, raopned
the theft of a typewriter from bis room.
Dec. 17:
George Caw reported the sounding of the
fire alarm in the Ault Building. The Richmond
Fire Department responded, but found no pretence of smoke or fire.
Marty Wagner. Keene Hal. reported the
smell of smoke on the eighth floor of Keeac A
check of the floor revealed no presence of a fire.
James WaaMagtaa, Brockton, reported
the theft of a sweat shin and basketball from a
basketball court in the Begley Building.

Dec IS:
Bryan Barrett, O'Donnel Hall reported
the theft of a television, microwave oven, typewriter and antenna from his room. Total value
of the missing items was $619.
WIMam O'DaaM. Todd Hall, reported
the theft of his wallet and ill content from his

Dec 20:
Jeattaa Jean, reported dial three textbook t
were stolen from his room.

DecM:
Mary Napier, Brockton, reported the
sounding of the fire alarm in the 800 section of
Brockton. The Richmond Fire Department responded, finding that the alarm system had
malfunctioned. The fire alarm sotatrlerl again
let.. Jian a half-hour later, and the alarm system

was atwateed to be checked by i
Tata Ferd reported ike and of ameke m
the elevator room of the Perkins Building. Taa
Richmond Fire Department determined But
aw elevator1! motor was truck, ran slag hydraulic fluid to heal and smoke.
Jan. 3:
Mag Napter.Brock ton, reported ato seaadmg of the fire alarm in die SOO section of
Brockton. An electrician was call ad la ana
scene, where he sice ruined a circuit board had
shorted out, causing the alarm to toaast
■Cathy Mclntoah. Brockton, reported a
strange odor in her •patment The Richmond
Fire Department determined the ante! was
caused by two light btubt ia the ceiling. The
bulbs were removed.
Joyce Farrls reported the sounding of die
fire alarm in the University Bookstore. The
Richmond Rre Department dtseitaawid lha
alarm tysiem was malfunctioning and diere
was no smoke or fire.
Jan. 7:
Mike Vaaover. Brockton, rap aria J die
toundingof the fire alarm m the 800 lection of
Brockton. The Richmond Fire Department responded but found no presence of smoke or

fire.
Mike Cordon. Brockton, reported die
sounding of the fire alarm in the 700 section of
Brockton. The Richmond Fire Disannul responded, ascertaining the cause of die alarm
was that a pull station had been activated on die
southeast tide of the block. No presence of
smoke or fire was found.
Jan.*
Meg Napier, Brockton, reported die sounding of the Are alarm ia das SOO section of
Brockton. The Richmond Rre Department at ceruined that a pull station had been activated
on die north wen corner of the first fleer. No
presence of smoke or fire was found.
Jan. 10:
Edward D. Taylor. 32. Lout tviae. was arrested on the charge of alcohol intoajcaaoa.
Roderick A. Tejeda. 18. Palmer Hall, was
arrested on the charge of alcohol intoxication.
John Heed. O'Dormell Hall, reported the
theft of a VCR and $46 worth of other merchandise were stolen from outside his roam while
moving in.
Meg Napier, Brockton, reported the sound ing of the fire alarm in the 800 eaaa on of Brock ton. It was ascertained that an electrical problem with the system caused the alarm to be trig
gered. Recent problem! with the system in die
area required the system to be turned off for a
day.
Jan. 12:
Brian Frisk, Keene Hall reported lha theft
of hit wallet from his room. Twelve dollars in
cash was mining with the wallet.

IF YOU ARE READING THIS SPACE THEN
THERE IS A 6000 CHANCE THAT YOUR
C0STUMERS ARC ALSO.
622-1872

EARN CASH WHILE
YOU STUDY!
««& We are now open
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S
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m
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Monday & Thursday
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Standa far Haal Quality and Taa*
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BUY ONE
SINGLE
The best burgers
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The best burgers
,
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For A Large
Cheese Pizza
Enjoy Our
Dinning Room

623-2117

MONDAY - THURSDAY
Mugs 500 & Pitchers $2.00
With Student I.D.

263 EAST MAIN
DOWNTOWN

BIG CLASSIC
SMALL FRIES
MED. DRINK
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$6.85
With One Topping Of Your Choice

GET ONE
FREE

Cbaawa t Bacon Extra

T

"GeU fc to tm$ tdqd"

RICHMOND PLASMA
CENTER

GET ONE
FREE

^

Student Special!

infoimntion.

BUY ONE
SINGLE
Pjjj^

At*.
*&*
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a*

* Good for dining room, carry-out and doUvory.
* Please present coupon
* 5.00 minimum order required on delivery
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SAVE
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Student questions room search

■

(Csfttfaaetf fro- Pa* OH)
Ferguson who he aid inquired about
doing a search of Long's room. Parsons said he was lold by public safety
that there was reason 10 suspect that a
"check copier machine" might be found
since the checks and money orders had
turned up earlier that day.
Parsons said he told Ferguson be
was not authorized to conduct a search
and could only check to see if Long
was in his room.
Becoming concerned about die
safety and security of hall residents.
Parsons said he got two resident assistants and two students to come with
him to Long's room lo witness that he
would not search any personal property.
Parsons said he determined that
Long was not home so he entered the
room while his four witnesses watched.
"I said.'I don't see anything out of
the ordinary. Do you all see anything
out of the ordinary?'" Parsons sasid.
"They said'No,'so I went over to the
phone to call public safety."
Parsons said he again talked to
Ferguson and told him he found nothing suspicious.
"I felt like that if public safety had
wanted something more, then I would
advise them to conduct their own
search,*' Parsons said. "I did not necessarily go up there looking for a copying machine."
Parsons said there were also questions aixxu whether LOTg actually lived
in Dupree Hall and was concerned
about security in the building because
many things had been missing from
the hall office at that time.
Ferguson would not comment on
what Parson's did and Wynn Walker,
assistant director of police services,
said he was not aware of any conversation Ferguson and Parson had.
According to the university's handbook, the school has a right of entry
into assigned residence hall space by
its personnel for purposes of safely,
security, maintenance, repair, health
and in the event of an emergency.
Room searches, particularly involving a student's personal belongings,
requires the written approval of the
vice president of student affaire, but
Parsons said he did not ask permission
from Dr. Tom Myers, who holds that
position.
"I did not consider what I did a
search," Parsons said. "If I considered
it a search, I definitely would have
notified him."
Later that day, Long was informed

<

by Parsons about the circumstances of
the visit to Long's room.
Parsons said Long understood and
accepted what had been done and had
been very polite and cooperative.
long said be was very upset when
he learned from friends that Parsons
had been in his room.
"When I found out I ran down (to
his office) and confronted him," Long
said.
Long's troubles began when he
loaned his car and keys to a friend to
use while he was unable to drive because he was on crutches due to an
ankle injury.
Long said he then needed a key to
get in his room so he checked one out
around Oct. 5 from the Dupree Hall
desk using his student ID card, which
he said the desk worker accepted.
He said he kept the replacement
key for about three weeks and then remembered to return it and get his ID
back. When he presented the key, his
ID was missing along with the key
rental sheet indicating that he had
checked one out
"The chances of him turning in his
ID at the front desk are .001 percent,"
Parsons said. "We don't take IDs for
keys. We do take money, 30 cents."
Between Oct. 14 and Oct. 26 at
least six money orders made payable
to Long were cashed by the Bursar's
Office in the Coates Building totalling
$875, according to police reports.
Cashiers on campus are required to
see identification before accepting
student checks.
"The only rental sheet I needed to
prove in court that I didn't have my ID
was gone," Long said.
Also, a money order of $200 was
cashed at Hamhock's Liquor and
another for S100 was cashed at White
Lightening, two Ric hmond businesses,
both made payable to Long.
One of the university cashiers
picked Long and one other student
from a photo lineup as students she
suspected had cashed at least two
money orders, according to a police
report.
Cashiers at Hamhock's and White
Lightening and another from the Bursar's office could not identify Long
from a photo lineup, the report said.
Ferguson sent six of the money
orders and Long's handwriting
samples to the Kentucky State Police
Crime Lab for analysis. The results
were returned Nov. 29 and a report
stated that some of the samples "contained numerous similarities and indi-

cate common writers."
Two public safety officers and a
Jeffersontown detective obtained a
search warrant from Judge George
Robbins for Long's room Oct. 19.
Long was not present when the search
was conducted and nothing was confiscated from Ma room.
Later that day. Long turned himself
in to public safety in the Brewer Building at 10:20 p.m. and was charged
with second-degree possession of a
forged instrument,
"Ferguson read me my rights and
told me I was under arrest and what for
and took me to jail," Long said. "I got
myself a lawyer (Guthrie True of
Frankfort) and prepared to defend
myself because I was innocent."
Long was lodged in the Madison
County jail for one night and released
on his own recognizance.
A police report stated that Long
told Ferguson his car had been stolen
in Cincinnati along with his ID card.
He reported his student ID missing
to the student activities office Oct. 26,
a week after he had been arrested, and
ordered a duplicate. He also said he
was still on crutches during the time
the first checks were being cashed
bearing his name and wouldn't have
felt like walking to the Coates Building.
According to a police report, the
Madison grand jury met Nov. 16 and
was prepared to return an indictment
against Long Dec. 3, but charges
against him were dropped Dec. 2 after
the grand jury met to discuss the cases
of Andrew Sean Barrie, Antonio Smith
and Larry White.
Barrie, Smith and White, all from
the Louisville area, lived two floors
above Long in Dupree Hall and have
beencharged with several crimes com mined in Richmond last semester.
According to a public safety report
filed at the Richmond Police Department, a search of Barrie's room Nov.
22 found evidence of "a process of
making false IDs and other official
documents" and five photos for identification cards.
The search also produced an envelope with examples of an attempt at
practicing the signature of Ronald
Keener, who is named as payee on the
stolen Protek checks, and stolen Bank
of Louisville money orders.
Police also confiscated a fake birth
certificate bearing Long's name and
Long's name was highlighted in Barrie's student telephone directory.

POUring it On

Progrees Photo / CharH. ktotton

Mid-Co Construction workers pour concrete near Clay Hall for sidewalks that were jackhammered and torn apart in order to install the university $3 million AT & T communications
network. Work on the project continues to move eastward across campus and is expected
to be completed in the spring.

Barrie, Smith, White face trial
Feb. 6 in Madison Circuit Court
By Brent Risner
News editor
Three university students arrested
on campus two months ago will stand
trial together before Judge Wiliam
Jennings Feb. 6 at 9 a.m. in Madison
Circuit Court.
Andrew Barrie, Antonio Smith and
Larry White, all former residents of
Dupree Hall, were indicted on several
charges by the Madison grand jury
Dec. 19.
Barrie, 23. from Jeffersontown, is
accused of two counts of theft by unlawful taking, a Class D felony, for
allegedly stealing a Toyota pickup from
a Richmond woman Nov. 19 and stealing a 1978 Datsun pickup truck belonging to Joseph S. Miller, a university student, between Nov. 2 and Nov.
6.
The grand jury formally charged
White and Smith with criminal facilitation of theft by unlawful taking, a
misdemeanor, for allegedly assisting
Barrie in stealing the Toyota.

Barrie, White and Smith were seen
by Richmond police officer Steve
Gregg trying to enter the Toyota while
it was parked in the Alumni Coliseum
parking lot
Miller said his pickup had been
parked in Commonwealth Lot and had
been found totaled in a wooded area
near Shively in Jefferson County.
Barrie was indicted on two counts
of third-degree burglary, a Class D
felony, involving break-ins at While
Lightening, a store on the Eastern ByPass, and Madison County Hospice.
Smith and White were charged with
two counts of criminal facilitation of
third-degree burglary in allegedly
helping Barrie in both burglaries.
Barrie was originally charged by
police with attempted murder for allegedly scuffling with officer Gregg
in the parking lot upon his arrest, but
the charge has been reduced to wanton
endangermem.
Gregg's account of the incident
said Barrie forcibly stole his pistol.

and in the struggle, fired a shot that
struck Barrie in the hand.
The grand jury also charged Barrie
with six counts of second-degree persistent felony offender for crimes he
allegedly committed while he was on
state probation.
Barrie remains lodged in the Madison County Jail while Smith and White
are both free on bond.
Dr. James Allen, dean of student
development, said all three men were
ordered to appear before the student
disciplinary board on charges brought
against them concerning "the appropriation of public or private property."
Allen said Smith and White chose
to withdraw from the university instead of attending the hearing in an
attempt to stay in school.
Since Barrie is still in jail, Allen
said negotiating his release was not
likely.
"They cannot re-enroll until the
matter is heard before the disciplinary
board," Allen said.
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Madison: many alcohol arrests
(Centai-c4 tnm rate Oew)
people arrested for alcohol intoxication and driving under the influence in
1987 were while males. He also found
that males were moat likely to be arrested for alchohol intoxication and
DUI, and females were most likely to
be arrested for possession of alcohol
by a minor.
A quarter of those arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication were
under the legal drinking age of 21 and
employed or attending school.
"People in the student-aged category who are away from home might
be attracted to bars, nightclubs and
entertainment at a rate greater than
other age groups," Coroner said.
The study also found that people
arrested for being minors in posses-

sion of alcohol were most likely to be
single students living in the county.
Six percent of this group were under
the age of 18, and the remainder were
between 18 and 20 yean old.
A majority of those arrested for AI
and possession of alcohol by a minor
were charged with one more offense,
but those charged with DUI often faced
additional charges, usually traffic related, upon arrest. The additional
charges for AI were most likely lobe
disorderly conduct, resisting arrest and
drug possession.
Three quarters of those arrested for
AI and possession of alcohol by a
minor were found guilty while only
half arrested for DUI were convicted.
Coroner said people charged with
AI or possession of alcohol by a minor

Have you driven white drunk?

it's all shot to hell in one day without
the steps. Without the steps, I'd still be
out there drunk every day."
He is referring to the 12 steps of
Alcoholics Anonymous, guidelines
that an individual must commit to following to successfully complete the
program.
According to an official definition,
AA is a fellowship of men and women
who share their common experience,
strength and hope with each other so
that they may solve their common
problem and help others recover from
alcoholism.
The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop drinking. It is a
self-supporting organization funded by
individual contributions, not mandatory dues or fees.
The primary purpose of AA is to
help members stay sober and to help
other alcoholics achieve sobriety.
"Don't drink today, and you won't
get drunk today" is the basic foundation all AA members arc taught to
understand.
"It's easy to be strong individually," one member said. "Society is

jinora than
Ml

arc more likely to plead guilty because
they would rather give the prepayable
Taie than go tfwough the hassles of
going to court.
He said some people arrested for
DUI nay not be found guilty because
that charge may be amended to a lesser
one sock as operating contrary to the
law or reckless driving.

"There could be a lack of sufficient
evidence to convict the person of DUI,"
he said. "The person could be a firsttime offender. Or the person could
have a really good lawyer who could
plea bargain his case with the prosecutor."

what causes me to feel weak."
Society offers little support to an
alcoholic involved in an AA recovery
program.
"If you work to make amends, you
cannot expect a thing in return from
society," another man said. "If I had
expected anything from anyone else, I
wouldn't have worked through the
steps."
An alcoholic does not just appear
in one day. It is a continuation of
events that become habit forming and
finally, addictive.
The Richmond chapter of AA
doesn't act alone in its attempts to help
recovering alcoholics because similar
groups all across the United Stales are
doing the same thing each day.
Interested people can attend an AA
meeting each Wednesday at the
Richmond Parks and Recreation Center. A meeting for women is held
Mondays at the Richmond Christian
Church.
" AA is not for people who need it
It's for people who want it," said one
man who has been sober for two years
after 25 years of alcoholism.
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Survey conducted by JOU 425 Community Journalism claaa instructed by Elzabeth Hansen.
Cats mada Nov. 1 with 204 students called.

Coroner said DUI charges can be
reduced to lesser charges for several
reasons.

Local AA sees few students
By Amy Mclntyre
Contributing writer
"I wish I had known at 19 what I
know now."
This statement comes from a man
whose wife divorced him and took
their children after 20 years of living
with his alcoholism. He lost his family
and his job.
He is one of 10 men attending an
Alcoholics Anonymous meeting in
Richmond. There arc no university
students to be found.
"We'd like to have the students
here — if they wanted to be here." he
said. "None of us could go downtown
tonight and tell them to look at us and
sec what they're going to become. It's
something you have to learn for yourself."
No two men at the meeting were
alike, with one obvious exception —
alcohol and an addiction.
All of the 10 stated their problem
simply, yet with very powerful certainty: "Hi, my name is
, and
I'm an alcoholic."
One man said, "You can think you
have all the willpower you need, and

How ofton do you drink?

Survey reveals alcohol attitudes
By Tammy Howard
Stacy Overstreel
A telephone survey of university
students living on and off campus in
November confirmed the popularity
of alcohol in Richmond and Madison
County and revealed that opposition to
drinking is growing.
However, 47 percent of the more
than 200 students surveyed admitted
they have operated a motor vehicle
while they considered themselves to
be intoxicated. The poll was conducted
by Elizabeth Hanson's community
journalism class in November and had
a margin of error of ± 7 percent.
Although many confessed to drinking and driving, almost all of the respondents would not ride inacar driven
by someone they considered to be intoxicated.
More than half, SI percent, said
they would offer to drive while 44.6
percent said they would refuse to get
into the car. About 75 percent said they
would ask a friend to drive them home
if they became intoxicated and needed
a ride.
More than half of the 204 respondents said they drink alcoholic beverages on a regular basis.
Approximately 13.1 percent said
they drink more than once a week,
29.3 percent drink about once a week
and 2S.3 percent drink about once a

week for a total of 67.7 percent.

dent said.

Where and how much do students
drink?
Bars in downtown Richmond were
cited by 41 percent of those surveyed
as the most frequent place they drink.
Slightly more than one-third of
students polled said they have three to
four drinks when they consume alcohol. About one-fourth of the students
had one to two drinks when they decide to drink.
Yet, a majority of the respondents
said they spend less than SS per week
for alcohol.
Approximately 60 percent of the
survey pool were between the ages of
18 and 20, meaning they were under
Kentucky's legal drinking age, 21.
What do those 21 and older think
about drinking by those underage?
Apparently they're about equally
divided, especially about the issue of
whether legal drinkers should buy
alcohol for minors.
While 36.4 percent of those over
21 said they would refuse to buy alcohol for a friend under the legal age, 26.
1 percent saw themselves doing just
the opposite. Another 23.9 percent
said it depended upon the situation
they were facing.
"I would buy it for the person if
they were planning on drinking in an
apartment and intended on staying in
once they started drinking," one stu-

Friendship isn't always a deciding
factor.

"Whether or not I bought the alcohol for them would depend on how
well I knew and trusted the person
asking — whether or not the friend
was responsible," another student said.
However, the survey con firmed the
outcome of a past referendum posed
by student senate about whether alcohol should be allowed in residence
halls for students 21 and older.
Currently, the university has an
administrative policy that prohibits
possession of alcoholic beverages on
campus grounds.
A strong majority, 67 percent, of
the sample favored reversing that
policy while only 28 percent were
against such a move.
More than three out of four respondents said alcohol-related accidents in
the past year in Richmond and in
Lexington resulting in student deaths
had not affected their drinking habits.
The remainder who answered the
question said the accidents had caused
them lo think more about the dangers
of drinking and driving.
Of those surveyed, 33.3 percent
identified themselves as freshmen, 21
percent as sophomores. 21.6 percent
as juniors, 19.6 as seniors and 4.4
percent as graduate students. More
than 75 percent lived on campus.
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Dupree Hall gets bomb threats
By Nd Roberts
AstkUat News Editor
The from desk at Dupree Hall received two phone calls during thermal
week of last semester in which the
caller told a staff member that a bomb
had been planted inside the building
and was set to go off.
According to the police report filed
with the division of public safety, the
fust call was received in the early
morning on Dec. 12. The caller did not
identify himself, but told night hostess
Wanda King that a bomb had been
placed inside the maiboom at Dupree
and would soon explode.
King then immediately called the
division of public safety and two officers were dispatched to Dupree. The

officers, along with several staff
members at Dupree, checked out the
mailroom for signs of a bomb, but
none could be found.
The second call came shortly after
midnight Dec. 14 and was received by
Dupree Hall director Steve Parsons.
Once again, the caller did not identify
himself, but told Parsons that a bomb
had been placed somewhere on the
seventh floor. Parsons phoned the
division of public safety immediately
after hanging up with the caller.
The responding officers and Dupree
staff searched the entire floor but found
no evidence of a bomb. Residents who
were present at the time were asked if
they had noticed anyone suspicious on
the floor that day or noticed any strange

packages anywhere on the floor. All
said they had not
Both King and Parsons told police
the caller's voice was very deep and
most likely belonged to a male.
Parsons said he could not think of
anyone who would want to threaten
him or a staff member because of a
discipline problem.
"It could be someone who is just
looking for attention or to have something to do," he said. "Then again, it
could be somebody who just gets a
kick out of scaring people to death."
Parsons said no further calls of this
nature had been received at Dupree.
The police reports of the incidents
did not identify any suspects in the
case.

RHA plans spring bridal show
By Nel Roberts
Residence Hall Association announced its plans Tuesday for the the
annual spring bridal show.
RHA president Karen Abemathy
said the theme of this year's show
would be "Somewhere in Time" and
would follow a young girl from her
childhood through her marriage in a
dream-type setting.
RHA faculty adviser, Lynn
Whayne, said the bridal show is much
more than just a fashion show.
"It's very entertaining." Whayne
said. "It has a storyline and a theme.
It's much more than just a bunch of
models parading before the auduence."

According to Abemathy, the fashion presentation will take place in a
scene inside a bridal boutique in which
the bride-to-be and her mother will be
shown wedding attire worn by student
models.
Wedding gowns for the show will
be funished by Anita's Bridal Boutique of Richmond. Jett and Hall, also
of Richmond, will provide the tuxedos.
The show will be presented in Brock
Auditorium Feb. 1 at 7:30 p.m. Ticket
prices are $ 1 in advance or $ 1.30 at the
door.
AU proceeds from the show will be
put into RHA's scholarship fund and
will be used to award scholarships to

UK MOTEL
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!

* Great Student Discounts
* Free Continental Breakfast
* Great Cable TV
'Free Local Phone Calls
* Small Meeting Rooms Available

County Clerk Mary Jane Ginter displays license plate with university logo.

Plates available with EKU logo
Progress staff report
A total of 388 requests for specialized collegiate license plates have been
received by the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet since legislation passed
by the 1988 General Assembly made
them possible.
The new plates, bearing the logo
and colors of each of the stale's eight
public universities, were introduced in
December and are available to all motor
vehicle owners.
There is a S33 first-time issuance
fee, and those interested in the plates
arc asked to submitan application along
with the fee to the Transportation Cabinet's Division of Motor Vehicle Licensing by Sept 1 of the year preceding the registration.
The plates expire Dec. 31 and can

Coltoga Park Mopping Canter
Opan • Daya A Weak* AM - 7 PM

be reissued by the county clerk at the
normal $13 registration renewal cost.
Once ordered, the university plates
can be picked up at the county clerk's
office.
"The unique thing about these plates
is that S3 of the initial fee goes to the
general scholarship fund of the particular university, enabling students
who might not otherwise have the
opportunity to pursue higher education," said Milo D. Bryant, state transportation secretary.
As of Jan. 4, the Transportation
Cabinet had received orders for 183
plates bearing the University of Louisville logo; 168 for University of Kentucky plates; 12 for Eastern Kentucky
University plates, 10 for Morehead
State University plates; eight for
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Western Kentucky University plaw*;
four for Murray S tale Uni versa ty plair ;
two for Northern Kentucky University
plates; and one for Kentucky Stale
University plates.
Mark McDaniel of the Transportation Cabinet said Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has already held a ceremony
where each of the state university
presidents were presented with the First
license plate of their institution.
McDaniel said the legislation introduced by the General Assembly did
not address whether continued production of the university license plates
would be contingent on their popularity.
The plates are being made at the
Kentucky Stale Reformatory at LaGrange, according to McDaniel.
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Taylor's Sporting Goods

623-8126

Eastern By-Pass

two or more members of hall council
or RHA.
Whayne said the number of scholarships and the amount of money
awarded depended upon the turnout
and the money raised.
Last year, two $230 scholarships
were awarded after production costs
were subtracted.
Several Richmond merchants will
donate door prizes to be given away at
the show.
In the past, such things as free haircuts and gift certificates have been
donated, but Whayne said many of the
prizes are along the lines of a wedding
gift, such as free wedding invitations.
"We see this as an opportunity to
promote the positive relationship between the local merchants and students," Whayne said.'They do somuch
for (the students) all year, and we see
this as a good opportunity to recognize
them."
"It's neat to see the college students
up on stage and see what they're doing,"
she said. "We're really looking forward ton."
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Student dies in wreck Ewers studies groundwater in laboratory
By Amy Candid
Editor
Clyde Sharp, 27. a senior police
administration major from Corbin
and a staff assistant in Martin Hall,
died Christmas Eve in a one-car accident.
Sharp was traveling west on
Black Diamond Road about four
miles south of Corbin when he lost
control of his car, veered- off the
road and struck a tree, according to
Stale Trooper Sam Durham.
The body was sent to Louisville
for an autopsy. The results have not
been returned, but police suspect
that he may have drowned in a
nearby creek.
A toxicology report is also pending.
Whitlcy County Deputy Coroner Rick Newman said Sharp was
apparently speeding when his car
hit the tree, according to the Corbin
Times-Tribune.
Durham said police were still
investigating the matter and had
not determined whether alcohol or
speeding were involved.
Sharp was pronounced dead at
about 4:50 a.m. Dec. 24.
Services were held for Sharp
Dec. 27 at Hart Funeral Home in
Corbin. Burial was in the Worley
Cemetery in Corbin.
Surviving arc Sharp's parents,
Clyde F. and Brigitta Sharp; one
brother, Thomas J. Sharp of Corbin;
and one sister, Irene Hatchetl of
Stuart, Va.
Sharp was born Nov. 9, 1961,
and attended Whitlcy County High
School.
While at the university, he was a
resident assistant in Martin Hall
from spring 1987 until fall 1988
when he became a staff assistant.
Brad Birch, director of Martin
Hall, said Sharp was popular with
the Martin Hall staff and the residents of Martin Hall because of his
friendliness and giving spirit.
"He was a very giving person.
He worked almost for free," Birch
said.
Sharp received a lot of financial
aid and didn't get paid for all the
hours he worked in Martin Hall.
"He had a very giving heart,"
Birch said. "I would say that was
his biggest quality."
Birch said Sharp was also a loyal
friend.
"Clyde was the kind of person
who would back you up if you
needed help," Birch said.
Birch said he heard about
Sharp's death around 10 on Christmas Eve morning and immediately

telephoned the Martin Hall staff.
All who were within driving distance came to the funeral.
Birch, an ordained Baptist minister, spoke at the funeral, in addition to another baptist minister and
a Catholic priest.
The staff purchased a plant arrangement, and one of Sharp's
friends from Martin had a plaque
made, which is now in the Martin
Hall lobby.
The plaque contains Sharp's
birth date, death dale, the time and
place of his funeral services, "Staff
Assistant Martin Hall 1988" and
the 23rd Psalm.
Chris Bauman, a senior real
estate major from Louisville and a
resident assistant in Martin Hall,
worked with Sharp for three semesters.
"He was probably one of the
most respected people in this dorm,"
Bauman said.
Bauman said Sharp had a healthy
sense of humor and was easy to get
to know. He said someone who had
never met Sharp could talk to him
for an hour and feel like they'd
known him 20 years.
"Everyone liked him, and even
if there was someone he didn't like,
he wouldn't be mean to them,"
Bauman said.
Sharp went to Bauman's home a
few times during their friendship.
The last time was before Christmas
when Sharp met several members
of Bauman's family and helped
them put up their Christmas tree.
Although they only talked to
Sharp for an hour or two during that
visit, many of Bauman's relatives
cried when they heard of Sharp's
death.
Working with Sharp meant
knowing there was a dependable
staff assistant to call on if something went wrong, Bauman said.
"Any time anything went wrong,
I considered Clyde an anchorperson," Bauman said. Sharp was also
fair and honest in doing his job, he
said.
"He was great at his job," Bauman said "He took it very seriously. He'd write up his best friend
if he had to."
Still, pinpointing Sharp's character is difficult for Bauman, for
S harp was one who chose his words
carefully and did not disclose much
about himself to others.
"It's really difficult to kind of
stereotype him," Bauman said.
Perhaps Sharp's mother came
closest when she said to Bauman
during the funeral:
"Clyde tells you only what he
wants you to know.

Progress staff report
Research projects detect chemicals
Dr. Ralph Ewers, an associate pro- in ground water and map where ground- can pick up traces.
One of the lab's instruments can
fessor of geology at the university, water is moving.
detect
fluorescein at the parts per trilsweeps his hand around the newly
Ewers' lab, in a former basement
completed Groundwater Research storeroom, houses equipment to con- lion level.
In the Fort Campbell area, univerLaboratory in the Moore Building.
duct fluormetric and spectrophotom"We're drowning in data," he says. ctric analysis and perform other so- sity students placed dozens of datalogers. Ewers said, holding up a metal
His pun works on more levels than phisticated groundwater analyses.
box about the size of a one-pound
one.
The Army has issued two $20,000
Ewers and his graduate students are research contracts to discover the package of coffee.
"Datalogers record groundwater
conducting IS research projects at lo- groundwater flow patterns both on and
conditions as often as once every two
cations in Kentucky ranging from Fort near the base.
Campbell and Mammoth Cave in the
"They want to know where the water minutes," a deluge of data for the
west to Marion and Rockcastle coun- comes from that the base uses, and university's computers.
Careful measurement is necessary
ties in the east. Research is also going where spilled jet fuel might go," he
because of the nature of the area's geforward in Lee County, Va., and as far said.
ology. Ewers said.
away as Puerto Rico.
Graduate students Michael Carey
Contracts for groundwater research and David Green are conducting the
In the Fort Campbell area, groundand related projects total more than a projects, which involve placing and water may be moving through caves
third of a million dollars, and the influ- monitoring hundreds of data points all —actual underground rivers—rather
ence is growing — drowning in data, around the base to measure groundwa- than seeping through limestone pores.
indeed.
"This area is very dynamic," Ewers
ter flow.
"Many communities use groundsaid.
'The water table reacts very
To do this, a harmless dye called
water springs as their source for drink- fluorescent is placed in springs. De- quickly to a rainfall event."
ing water," Ewers said.
tection points are placed down range,
Among the IS current projects,
Those same communities often have and the students note when traces of Ewers' students are delineating
no idea what kinds of wastes may have the dye show up. The dye can be seen groundwater basins, checking for
been buried in the water table years
contamination of water sources, exago or what new wastes may be spilled with the unaided eye down to a level of amining theeffeclsof blasting on fracfractions of a part per million.
or leaked into sensitive limestone
Even when it becomes invisible, at tured acquifers and looking at the
aquifers.
the parts per billion level, instruments hydrogeology of chemical waste
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landfills. Other students are working
on improving instrumentation in
groundwater research.
Ewers pointed to a device with a
plastic funnel on the top, a new rain
guagc designed to measure rainfall
automatically and record its data on
one of the datalogers.
"No moving pans, except the drops
of water inside it," Ewers said of the
new guagc.
Sponsoring agencies for various
projects include state governments,
the National Parks Services, the Department of Geology, the Corps of
Engineers, private engineering companies and area development districts.
"Groundwater research is a big
growth area right now," said graduate
student Peter Idstein. "Petroleum research was big a few years ago, but
now the concern over groundwater
has grown tremendously."
Idstein, whose project is delineation of the groundwater basin surrounding a tributary to a nature preserve cave in Lee County, Va., noted
that the university's program is one of
the few set up to do complex research
programs and analysis. The new lab is
an "incredible" addition, he said.
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CHE discusses degree programs
BjAmjCmmm
U*
plan resulted in programs to
Editor
—' •—•"■wed
The Kentucky Council on Higher *J"? minonty student enrollment
Education approved 13 degree pro- f™ faculty a»traditionally white colgrams for several stale colleges and cgcs and universities and to enhance
community colleges at ks meeting Kentucky State University, KenFriday in the Perkins Building.
tucky's traditionally black institution.
Thc
The council' s programs committee
Office of Civil Rights has been
ev lua0n
met prior to the regular meeting to 3
g Kentucky's desegregation
discuss the proposed degrees and pre- cfforts »** June 1987.
pare them for approval or rejection by
Kentucky submitted a report on its
effom ,n
the full council.
December 1988.
The following degrees were apKf10*1^ State University received
M9 6
proved by the council:
- million in operating funds and
Kentucky State University: associ- "2 *an ^ million for capital
ate of applied science in manufactur- Project*ing technology;
Kentucky's traditionally white
_ _.. .
- , .. institutions also received funding for
Murray State University: bachelor desegregation projects.
of arts/bachelor of science in organA„ overview of the report stated
•zauonalcommunicauon;
«», white enrollment had increased at
Northern Kentucky University: Kentucky State University during the
master of public administration;
pia„ vears> 1983 to ,986 JJ ^
University of Kentucky: master of enrollment at other universities had
health administration, doctor of phi- declined slightly,
losophy in nutritional sciences;
The overview states that Kentucky
Western Kentucky University: generally did not succeed at increasassociate of applied science in auto- ing black faculty employment
mated industrial systems technology;
To increase black employment, the
Ashland Community College: astraditionally
white institutions have
sociate of applied science in electrical
adopted affirmative action programs.
engineering technology;
The council discussed allocation
Hazard Community College: asso- of money given to the council under
ciate degree in nursing;
the Education for Economic Security
Henderson Community College: Act This act is designed to improve
associate of applied science in electri- instruction in elementary and high
cal engineering technology, associate schools in mathematics and science.
of applied science in mechanical engi- Title II of thc act makes money availneering technology;
able for this objective.
Owensboro Community College:
The council is required to divide
associate of applied science in accounting technology, associate of applied the money between competitive and
science in electrical engineering tech- cooperative projects, with 75 percent
nology, associate of applied science in going to programs that are awardmechanical engineering technology. based on a statewide competition and
20 percent going to cooperative proIn its first meeting on the university grams between institutions, local
campus since Dr. H. Hanly Funder- education agencies, the state educaburk has been university president, tion agency, private industry and priwhich is four years, the council also vate non-profit corporations.
discussed matters currently being
The council received $505,132 for
developed but not up for voting.
this endeavor.
The council also discussed KenIn other business, the council distucky 's Desegregation Plan. Kentucky
completed its five-year Higher Edu- cussed dropout prevention in Kencation Desegregation Plan required tucky high schools.
by the Office for Civil Rights in June
The council, along with 12 public
1987.
independent colleges and universities.

>♦♦♦♦♦♦.
• ♦♦♦♦
■♦♦♦♦
♦♦♦ .

received a grant from the U.S. Department of Education for dropout prevention efforts in the 5th and 7th congressional districts, which traditionally have high dropout rates.
The council will provide training
for college students who will tutor
ninth graders in math and English.
The project will also focus on improving students' self-esteem and study
habits.
The council received S331,000 for
the first year of the three-year project.
The 12 participating colleges and
universities and the contributing organizations will donate $230,000 in
matching, in-kind contributions.
The university, along with
Campbellsville College. Somerset
Community College. Southeast Community College, Sue Bennett College
and Western Kentucky University, will
operate within the 5th District
Institutions servicing the 7th District are Ashland Community College,
Hazard Community College,
Maysville Community College, Morebead Slate University. Pikeville College and Prestonsburg Community
College.
Progress photo/BHI Lackey
Close lo 40 school districts will be
Darrell Hughes (on stretcher at right) was injured Saturday night when his
served by the program with some 230
college students tutoring more than
car was struck by a police cruiser driven by Officer Robert Goodman (in1.500 high school freshmen.
side cruiser) at the intersection of Park Drive and Kit Carson Drive.
Another dropout prevention program orchestrated by Ashland Oil
Corporation brings students in grades
four through nine to college campuses
for a day in order to show them the
importance of acoUege education and
By Neil Roberts
time of the accident
"I was getting close to the light,"
provoke their interest
Assistant news editor
The driver of the Hyundai, 21 -year- Hughes said,"and I could see his lights
Three public safety officers and a old Darryl Hughes of Greensboro, and hear the siren. I started to pull over
Ashland Oil pays half the coat of
"A Day on Campus" for each school member of the university men's bas- N.C., and a senior basketball player at to the side, when I saw he was coming
up to $100 if a local business provides ketball team were injured just before the university, was taken by Madison straight for me, and the next thing I
midnight Saturday, when their cars County Ambulance to Pattie A. Clay knew, he hit me."
matching funds.
collided at the intersection of Kit Car- Hospital.
He said he never lost cone iousness,
The number of schools participat- son and Park Drive.
Hughes was treated for multiple but was dazed for about 10 seconds.
ing in "A Day on Campus" has inPublic safety officer Robert injuries of the head, back and leg. XHe said Sunday evening he was still
creased from 28 last year to nearly 85 Goodman stated in the police report he rays
showed no evidence of broken
to date. About 7331 students have was attempting to turn west on Park bones. Hughes was discharged Sun- sore all over and would have to put
visited Kentucky's colleges and uni- Drive when he lost control of his ve- day afternoon, wearing a neck brace basketball on hold — at least for a
while.
versities under the program, which is hicle due to wet road conditions, skid- and complaining of back pain.
in its second year.
ded into the eastbound lane and struck
Officer Jonah Stevens, a passenger
The car Hughes was driving was
Representatives from the 43 par- a blue 1988 Hyundai Excel in the left registered to his girlfriend, Pam Tay- in Goodman's car, received a laceraticipating institutions will gather in front end.
lor, of Combs Hall. He said he was on tion to thc forehead that required six
February to discuss the program's efGoodman had his emergency lights his way home from visiting Taylor stitches. Sgt Rick Cox, another pasfectiveness and progress.
and siren on in response to a call at the when the accident occurred.
senger, suffered a slight back injury.

Student injured in collision
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Teacher of Month, Fisher,
out of job for fall semester
Pace
Peg Fisher, teacher of the month for
December, will not be coming back
next fall because she doesn't have a
doctorate.
Fisher, a three-year visiting instructor in the math, statistics and computer
science department, was voted teacher
of the month by students participating
in the Mortar Board vote.
Mortar Board, a 35-member senior
honarary, set up polling points in some
academic buildings from Oct. 17-27.
The top vote-getters were listed, and
each month, one will be recognized
until the end of the semester.
Though Fisher, a 15-year leaching
veteran, received enough votes for the
honor, the votes will not keep her at the
university next fall.
University policy states that a visiting instructor shall work no longer
than three years on campus before
being given tenure as a regular instructor.
Fisher describes this as another
"plight of the visiting instructor."
Though she has a master's degree in
education, she holds not doctorate or
master's in the mathematics area.
Besides leaching full lime at the
university, she sells math games to
help children enjoy and do better in
math that she designed while an elementary school teacher.
Although Fisher is frustrated with
the requirement, she said she keeps it
in the back of her mind by focusing on
herstudents.
Study sessions ranging in size from
five to 40 students, play a large role in
her leaching because material can be

discussed at a slower pace.
Fisher's specialty is algebra, which
she describes as a class "75 percent of
the students wouldn't lake if they
weren't required to."
The algebra itself has also become
more difficult with the change from
teaching material equivalent to a year
of beginning algebra to that engulfing
two years of high school algebra, according to Fisher.
"And that'sail being crammed into
one semester,'* she said.
Anonymous student comments
turned in to Fisher after last semester's
classes reiterated the students' opinion of the instructor.
"Mr Fisher is the best math teacher
I have ever had," one comment sheet
reads. "She has taught me more in one
semester than I learned in all my years
of high school."
"I would guess there were at least
25 people in my classes that wouldn't
have passed without the special help
sessions," she said.
Another faculty member sympathizes with Fisher's plight.
"She's caught in a bad situation, but
there are visiting instructors that finally make it as faculty members,"
said Sue Cain, an assistant professor
from the department.
"I'd like to see some other policy
adopted so we don-, lose our best instructors," she added.
"Last semester one of my students
gave me a shirt that said 'Eastern's #1
math instructor 1988,'" Fisher said."I
will wear it with pride and remember
three wonderful years teaching over
3,000 students."

62 seniors selected
for Who's Who honors
Progress stafT report
responsible for coordinating the selecSixty-two university seniors will lion process at the university, which
be included in the 1989 edition of involves several stages including nomi"Who's Who Among Students in nation by faculty of outstanding stuAmcrican Universities and Colleges." dents in their respective departments.
These students are considered national
Students are notified of their first
outstanding leaders.
nomination and asked to list three refThe honorees are chosen by cam- erences and provide some information
pus nominating committees and edi- about themselves for evaluation by a
tors of the Who's Whodirectory on the selection committee,
basis of their academic achievement.
They are asked to include organizaservicc to the community, leadership tions participated in and offices held,
in extracurricular activities and poten- awards and honors, voluntary services
tial for continued success.
to the community and athletic particiWho's Who recipients are selected pation.
from more than 1,400 institutions in
Who's Who recipients for 1989 will
the United States and several foreign be honored at the annual honors bancountries. The directory was first quet in April,
published in 1934.
The following seniors were named
The office of student activities and to Who's Who Among Students in
Dr. Hay ward M. "Skip" Daugherty are American Universities and Colleges:
Karen Abtmathy
Donna Alexander
David M. Atcbar
G. Hunter Batea
Mellaw DeU Bellew
William Geoffrey Blalr
Chrb Allen Blornback
Mlchele Bolllnter
Evelyn DeUmc Borders
Evelyn Allaoa Bonn
April Maria BrnsaflaM
Michelle Burdctt
Heather Burkaart
Program photo/Bill Lackey Tony V. Catalaao
Amy Elizabeth Caadill
Shoot for two
Jane Church
Dave Tucker, a senior from Somerset played basketball Sara
Kaihleea Anne dark
Monday on the Alumni Coliseum parking lot courts. Al- Klmberly Coagletoa
though it is January, some of this week's weather seemed Logaa Keadal Cost
like spring. Many people took advantage of this weather to Greta Cropper
Deborah Dawaoa
walk outside, play sports or just sit in the Ravine.

Melaale Carol Doyle

Edwm Ray Meece
Dawna G. East
Thomas Baiter Mockbee
Jeffrey Scott Falk
Teresa R. MOBtgomery
Danaoa Aadrew Ferguson Uaa Cecilia Niehana
Amy Diana* FraokUa
Mary Krttfm Norna
Paula Carole GBtea
Doana Gal Pact
Mary Lynn Hall
Sandra Lee Pbelpa
Bobby L. Hart
Chrirtme F. Propp
Donald G. Hearicksoa
Teream Lynn Reaner
Cberi Lyaa Hoff
Darrefl Brest RJanar
Beth Ana Holbrook
Johanna Shearer
Jeaa Lambere
JudySimpeoB
Laura Aaae Larkki
Jeaalfer J. Staaabury
Violet June Lee
JOB! M. Stephen.
Peter Allen MacAdaaas
Mary Alleea Taracr
Michael Anton Maageot
Darryl Todd Marksberry Heidi L.Uhl
Klmberly M. Ward
Faith Diane Matthews
Doana
Carole Will lams
Amy J. Mclntyre
Andrew George Willis
Michael L. McKloaey
KeBy Eria McMurdo
Pamela Kay Wise
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Student's alleged rape brings
ABC charges against Slitter's
By Brent Rbaer
aad
Neii Roberts
An alleged rape Dec 6 in a
Richmond bar has resulted in charges
being issued against the establishment
by the state Department for Alcoholic
Beverage Control.
According to Catherine Staib, an
attorney Cor the ABC. William and
Kenneth Luxon, licensees for J. Suiter's Mill, allegedly violated the "disorderly premises" portion of Kentucky
Revised Statute 244, or were operating a disorderly bar that night
Charges of third-degree rape were
brought by Richmond police against
Scott Rodney Jordan, 25, ofRichmond
and an employee of J. Sutler's Mill,
for allegedly forcing an 18-year-old
female university student to have sex
with bint in the lounge area of the
nightclub known as Private Eyes.
"We just frown on public sex
whether it involves an employee or
not," Staib said.
The alleged vie tun said in the police report she went to J. Sutler's with
three friends, all 18-year-olds, and
while there, Jordan and one of the
owners gave them several free drinks
including beer, mixed drinks and
schnapps.
She stated that Jordan took her to

what the thought was his office, and
while there, forced her to have sexual
intercourse and oral sex with him.
J. Suiter's co-owner Kenneth Luxon
told police he bought a man a drink
because it was his 22nd birthday and
that when one of the women asked,
"What about me?"heboughfacouple
of rounds''for the man and the woman.
However, each of the women stated
to police that she was served several
free drinks.
Jordan admitted to having sex with
the woman, but denied that at any time
he forced her to do anything and that
she look her clothes off willingly.
He stated that after having sex he
went back to the lounge to close up,
and when he returned to the lounge
area, she was gone.
One of the other women said in a
statement that she found the alleged
victim in the lounge area with only the
upper half of her body c kxhed and that
two men were looking in at her through
a door to the lounge.
The charge against Jordan was
dropped Dec. 16 when the alleged
victim failed to appear at the hearing
in Madison District Court
In addition to the charge of operating a disorderly bar, J. Sutler's was
charged with serving alcohol to mi-

nors and giving away free alcoholic
beverages — both in violation of state
law.
An ABC hearing has been scheduled for Feb. 7. At the hearing, the licensees must show why their license
should not be revoked.
Five Richmond bars were given
fines or suspensions after pleading
guilty to charges that minors were
found in possession of alcohol in their
establishments, according to Staib.
Kim Billings, licensee for T.
Bombsdils. was given the option of
paying a $350 fine or having his license suspended for 10 days in a case
involving a minor July 7.
Brian and Greg Dodge of Talk of
the Town, Tun Foley of Carousel
Liquors and Mark Cocanougher of
O'Riley's Pub received the same
penalty as Billings while Katherine
Johnson of Bear and the Bull Lounge
had her license suspended from Dec.
19 lo Dec. 29 and was given the option
of paying a $175 fine or close her
business for another five days.

Photo by Cindy Gra*nw«a

Auto accident
Carolyn M. Davis, 18, of Lexington, was charged with driving under the influence of
alcohol when her car hit two parked cars on South Second Street outside the Catholic
Newman Center early Friday morning.

O'Riley's rape case still unsolved

The charges against these four bars
involved minors eked for possession
of alcohol when ABC agents came to
Progress staff report
Richmond in October to enforce
The September case in which a 21 Operation GRAB.
year-old university female was allegedly raped remains open, with no new
leads being pursued since.
The alleged rape occurred Sept 10
behind the vacant building located
beside O'Riley's Pub on East Main
Street in Richmond.
The victim in the case alleges that
she was looking for her sister inside
O'Riley 's around 11:30p.m. when she
was accosted by man who said he
knew where her sister was and would
take her to find her.
The man then led her out of
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by Detective Steve Gregg of the
Richmond Police Department, he met
with the victim and a composite sketch
of the suspect was prepared from her
description.
A suspect matching the description, with two prior sexual misconduct,
charges was brought in for the victim
to view in a police lineup, but the
victim stated that she was loo intoxicated on the night of the alleged incident to identify anyone for certain.
No more reports have been filed
since that date with the Richmond
Police Department and the investigation continues.

WHY
TWO KINDS

Sandwich

Good thru Feb. 5,1989

O'Riley's down South Madison Avenue and cut behind the building where
the rape allegedly occurred. The
woman said that after forcing her to
have sex with him, the man took $15
and her driver's license from her.
The victim stated in the police report that she told the man to stop several limes, but was too intoxicated lo
fight him off. She described ihc man as
being a while male, age 20 to 25, about
5-fooi-6 or 5-foot7 and weighing
approximately ISO pounds. The man
had dark hair and was wearing a green
shirt and tan, baggy pants.
According to a report filed Sept 27
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scheduling, and well arrange
a meeting with one of our
Personnel Representatives.

em7G.Dtnrzrs.mc

We'll be on your campus February 9
Or send your resume to:
Executive Recruiting Dept. NP
HUls Department Stores
3010 Green Garden Road
Aliquippa PA 15001

you buy from your grocer's meat counter.
Both the All-American and the Old-Style
Frank are cooked plump, juicy and delicious
They're served on bakery-fresh buns with
your choice of fresh condiments, including
coney (chili) sauce, sauerkraut, onions, cheese, relish,
ketchup and mustard.
So when you're looking for
a choice in hot dogs, come to
Ritzy's for America's Top Dogs.
What makes us different—is
what makes us taste so good.

BUY ONE - GET ONE

HOT DOG

£&<J%

SAVE 99* ON OUR Ail-AMERIAN DOG
OR SAVE $1.09 ON OUR OLD STYLE FRANK
Coney sauce (chili), cheese, tomatoes and sauerkraut
extra. Tax tux included. Not valid with
other coupons, or special offers. One
coupon per customer. Participating
Ritzy's only. Valkl through 1/29/89.

Training • Promoting • Growing
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

i_

m

3-5-7 WAY CHIU

50* OFF
REGULAR PRICE $1.99 to $2.39
Coupon valkl for one Chili only. One coupon per
customer per visit N<x valkl with other
offers Tax extra. Valkl at partkipating
Ritzy's restaurants. Valkl through
I'29/89.

uttV
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Keene has stairwell problem
By Clint Riley
Stair writer

Late-night talk show host David
Letterman's feature of dropping objects off rooftops of high-rise buildings has gained such popularity that
Keene Hall residents have begun imitating Letterman's antic.
Dan Bertsos, coordinator of university residence halls, does not share
the enthusiasm for the shenanigan
being demonstrated by Keene residents.
"There are some days I wish David
Letterman had never come on TV,"
Bertsos said.
KeeneHall, a male residence hall,
is the only residence hall on campus
that has had this problem. It was designed with a opening from the top
floor to the ground floor in the stairwell area.

Progress photo/Bill Lackey

John Hall of Ashland Oil and university President Dr. H. Hanly Funderburk

Ashland Oil gives $250,000

( nnlinunl from Page
Pmmr One)
(ln»>
(Continued
Hall highlighted the common
interests in the university and
Ashland Oil, which include about
81 workers who completed an
education at the university and then
moved on to positions with Ashland Oil.
Although the corporation often
funds grants on a matching basis in
which the university or another organization must agree to contribute the same amount of money for
the project, it was not done in this
case.
The grant was given in the form
of a challenge to other industries to
do the same. Funderburk said, while
encouraging industries to meet the

*-'

Senate to give away VCR

'

challenge.
Funderburk reiterated the
uniqueness of the university's
bachelor degree program, adding
that "no other program exists in the
eastern United States to educate
and train fire and safety professionals for the workplace and to
provide continuing education opportunities for practitioners."
The original focus of the fire
and safety engineering technology
program was on fire protection administration for municipal fire services.
It has since evolved into an interdisciplinary program with degree options in fields relating to

112 St. George

The hole, approximately 18 inches
in diameter, has tempted residents to
throw a number of large items down
the opening.
"Things that have been dropped
down the stairwells have ranged any-

industrial risk management and fire
protection technology.
Since 1975. 229 students have
completed fire and safety engineering technology degree programs,
with graduates in high demand by
business and industry, Tillelt said.
Tiilctt described Ashland Oil's
commitment to education as the
reason behind its support "We
believe there is an unbreakable bond
between education and economic
development," he said
"Quality educational systems
also are a key factor in attracting
new business and industry and in a
business' ability to recruit employees," Tillett said.

By Donna Pace
Managing editor
If plans go as Joe Miller, student
senate election chairman, wishes, a
video cassette* recorder will be given
to a lucky student who votes in the
senate's spring vacancy election Feb.
7 and then attends the men's basketball game that same evening.
Miller is intending to purchase or
have the VCR donated, but such details have not been finalized.
The spring vacancy elections, which
were first started last year, are held to
fill the seats of senators who graduated
or resigned after the fall semester.
Openings are available in each of
the nine colleges, with IS to 18 total
vacancies, Miller said.

623-3651

Student Discounts
On Cut And Style
$3.00 Off
Ladies'Cut

$5.00 Off
Ladjes; Cut AndStyje^

sill) center
West Third A Main «t.

$3.00 Off
Men's Cut

Every applicant must have a grade
point average of 2.0, be a full-time
student and have completed a petition
requiring 30 signatures from students
in his college.
If the candidate is written in on the
ballot, the 30 signatures are not required
Petitions for the seats will be available Monday in the Student Association office of the Powell Building.
They must be signed and completed
by 4 p.m. Wednesday, with elections
sceduled for Feb. 7 in the Powell Building.
If the senate members agree with
the VCR giveaway idea, the winning
name will be announced at the men's
home basketball game against Indiana

University-Southeast. Only those present at the game with a ticket stub from
the election will be eligible for the
prize.
"It's an incentive to keep students
at the game, and they (the Colonels)
need our support right now," Miller
said. "I see it as another thing we're
doing for the students."
Miller also said giving only students the opportunity to win the VCR
is a benefit other giveaways, particulary at football games, have lacked.
"These things are often open to the
public, and the Chamber of Commerce
or anyone that's not a student ends up
winning," he said. "It's a great way to
just hit students."

NOTICE!!

^bmtitfa^
HAIR AND SKIN CARE

where from coins, to glass containers leading to the identification and conwith things inside, to parts of beds," viction of anyone dropping objects
Bertsos said.
down the stairwells.
According to Bertsos. those are only
To motivate residents to end the
the items that have been reported by damage, university officials also will
the hall staff. But he said the stories of hold Keene Hall residents responsible
the items that have been dropped in for damage resulting from tossing
stairwell bombings are quite amazing. objects down the stairwells and in"The stories get pretty spectacular creased maintenance. The flier circuafter a while. There have been stories lated Monday night reads. "The exabout cats, gerbils and other strange penses resulting from the stairwells
things." he said.
will be billed to all Keene residents,
Two people narrowly missed seri- with each paying an equal share of the
ous injury after objects were dropped total amount."
"I don't think it's going to be $10,
from one of the 16 floors of the highrise residence hall. One of the cases but it's not going to be 25 cents eiinvolved a physical plant staff mem- ther," Bertsos said.
Anyone who the university does
ber who was just barely missed by
pieces of flying glass from a glass apprehend could lose his housing
bottle. Another incident involved a contract and, depending on the situKeene Hall resident who was stuck ation, could face expulsion from the
university according to the student
with a coin.
Bertsos, Keene Hall director Marty handbook.
Wagner, and the physical plant staff "What it's going to boil down to is
have come up with two temporary some kind of plate or shield that will
go across that open space at each floor."
solutions to the problem.
Fliers have been distributed to all He added. "Our intentions are that,
residents of Keene Hall offering a $50 hopefully, when we open up in the
reward to any person with information fall. the stairwells will be bomb proof."

As of January 1. 1989 the little Caesar's Pizza Restaurant here In Richmond must
regretfully discontinue its delivery service. Rising insurance costs have forced us
into a carry-out only situation. LUe apologize for any inconvenience and urge you to
take advantage of our special offers:

FKKK
IIIIITIItT

•24-2435

A Chef Salad &
a Large Met Drink

This Week's
Special

far •■ly

$3.95

ANNOUNCING

New Concepts in Family Dentistry
Dr. Steve Mottingry. D.M.D.
Graduate of University of Kentucky
College of Dentistry

Resides In Richmond with his wife
Kathy park Mattingry

Who do we appreciate?

Flexible Office Hours-Evenings and
Saturdays
Insurance Welcome
VUa>
Winners Circle Plan
MasterCard Accepted
Boggs Lane and Eastern By-Pass
623-0222
(Across from the "New" Richmond Mall)

Captain
D's
a great little seafood place,
1059 Bereo Rood, Richmond

Introducing
New Baked FISH DINNER
3 baked fish fillets on bad of rice
green bean
cole slaw and hush puppies

$3.79

CLIP THIS COUPON-

FISH & FRIES
FOR
$
ONLY

2.00

No* 90od <M#I any o*MH tpaKiot or ditcouM
I 1059 hno »ood. »«hmo<«J
■ Exprrsi 1/2Sr»9

Two lindir (l.h tlllata. natural cut
(ranch frias and 2 southern atyla
huahpupplaa.

Captain D's

CLIP THIS COUPON- — — a

CLAMS & FRIES
FOR
ONLY

2.00

a Nor oood *»*i ony o*tw l<3*K«lor d
< 05V S«r«o load trchmond

Eiprras 1/2 ^89

3 ot of clama, natural cut
(ranch Irlaa and 2 aoutharn stylo
huahpuppiaa.

Captain Ds
'(raaTllttltsoaloodBljce

CLIP THIS COUPON- -------

BITE SIZE & FRIES
FOR
ONLY

2.00

Nor good -«* ony O*-K ip*Kal o- dwov"
I 105» 8.-.0 «ood •«hmo»d

Expirs* 1/25/89

THE CUSTOMER!
Thank you for your continued patronao,**.
Horo aro somo special coupons Just for youl

MIX OR MATCH!
USE THESE COUPONS FOR:

TWO SMALL
PIZZAS

TWO
SLICES
$

2

PAN'PAN' (9 SQUARE PAN PIZZAS)
PIZZAIPIZZA! (9 ROUND PIZZAS)
OR ONE OF EACH! <1 SQUARE PAN PIZZA AND 1 ROUND PIZZA)

$

4

PImTm

(ThofsVfcofo
medium cheese and
pepperoni pizza)

$
FluiTa*

"with cheese only"
Additional toppings 7CK soch.

Valid with coupon ot participating
Little Coesars. Not valid
with any other offer One
coupon pax customs*.
1-1I-4W.

TWO MEDIUM!
PIZZAS

Valid with coupon ot participating
LI cos Cossors. Not valid
with onvothsr offer. One
'coupon par customer.
Exa*e«i -1S-M.

1 oi bits SIM, nstursl cut
'ranch trlaa and 2 aoutharn stylo
huahpupplaa.

6

TWOLARGE
PIZZAS
$

Mm Tea

"with chtti, onh/"
Additional toppings ot 9CK each. J
1

Valid with coupon ot participating
Little Coesars Not valid <
with any other offer. One J
I coupon per customer
Expires 11 !-••,

8

ftcWtloooltopplogicUll lOooch

Valid with coupon ot participating
Little Caesars. Not valid
y with any other offer. One
/coupon par customer.
11-1 S-t*.

.'

Captain DV
a f raaTl111 k aislnS star*

f--------- -CLIP THIS COUPON

CHICKEN & FRIES

,Xr

»2.00

I Nor good w* ony o*Wr IOKIOI or dVovr.
■ lOWImnlonrl »»hm™«l
ExpifSS 1/25/89

3 oz chicken, natural cut
Irsnch Irlaa and 2 aoutharn stykj
huahpupplaa.

tainDV

must

sflssflWUas^

S39MahaffayPr. (b^ndTaxo-Tico^

Pint Tax

6*?Q771
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Harvey elected to office
Pro»ress staff report
The director of the university's
career center has been elected president of the National Association for
School. College and University Staffing, Inc.
Art S. Harvey, director of the division of career development and placement, was elected to the post Nov. 16
at the association's annual conference
in Norfolk. Va.
The group is the national teacher
placement professional association. Its
membership includes more than 1,100
college and university placement professionals and school personnel administrators.

Harvey, a graduate of Kansas State
University, has been at the university
since 1972. In addition tohis service to
the university, he has been active in
professional groups. He has served as
an executive board member, secretary, treasurer and most recently as
president-elect of the staffing association.
His duties as president will linclude
serving as the principal officer for
ASCUS. Among other duties, he will
set schedules and agendas for the
executive committee, designate all
committees and chairs and will serve
as chief spokesman for the association
along with the executive director.

Company gives $5,000
Progress staff report
The university has received a
$5.000gift from the Procter * Gamble
Fund's 1988 Departmental Grant
Program.
'^Ve are pleased to recognize EKU
this year," said Robert R. Fitzpatrick
vice president at Proctor ft Gamble
Co. in Cincinnati.
"In selecting schools that participate, we have taken into consideration
the type of graduates each school is
producing and how many of those
graduates are going on to successful
careers in the business community,"
he said,
Fitzpatrick said P&G does not
accept requests for funds but rather

makes its own determination on which
schools deserve P&G's support The
grants are unrestricted and may be
used where the need is greatest.
University President Dr. H. Hanly
Fundcrburk said this is the third year
P&G has made a gift to the university.
"This generous vote of confidence
in our graduates and our academic
programs is welcome,'' Fundcrburk
said.'Teaching is our No. 1 priority at
the university, which means that whatever field our graduates choose —
business, education, the arts, the professions—we believe they leave here
with an excellent background and
preparation."

Baugh named dean
of HPERA dept.
Progress staff report

Trc w-arch for a permanent dean
for tne College of Health. Physical
Education, Recreation and Athletics
has ended with the selection of its
acting dean. Dr. Robert Baugh.
According to Dr. Russell F. Enzie,
associate vice president for academic
affairs and research and chairman of
the screening committee, Baugh submitted the only application for the
position.
"We didn't advertise it much off
campus," Enzie said. "I was an internal search."
The announcement for the position
opening was made in September.
Enzie said the 13-mcmbcr screening committee responsible for judging
applicants went ahead and interviewed
Baugh and reviewed his application.
"If they did not feel he was what the
college needed, they were not obligated" to choose Baugh, according to
Enzie.
Enzie said the committee could have
recommended to the university president that the search be extended and
expanded if Baugh were not a satisfactory candidate.
A native of Bloomington, Ind.,
Progress photo/Bill Lackey
Dash it all!
Baugh came to the university in 1970.
He has served as acting dean of the
Tonya Schoolcraft, a junior from Somerset, collected $34 in
since February 1987.
the Rttzy's Dash for Cash at Saturday's game between college
Baugh receiv«»/t •»•«

Austin Peay State University and the basketball Colonels. JS^iSSj^iKS.

Baugh
and safety education from Indiana University.
Dr. Donald Calilri has been name:1
the permanent chair of the health education department.
Applications for that position were
being accepted beginning in November, and Calilri was the only applicant,
according to Dr. Lcs Ramsdcll, chairman of the screening committee.
Calitri, a graduate of Union College and the University of Alabama,
had already been serving as acting
chair, a job he assumed two years ago
when Baugh was promoted from health
education chair to dean.

YOU WANT IT...
200 S. Second St.

FAST.

FREE

EffJAl 623-0330 DELIVERY
INTRODUCING:
NEW! BAKED SPAGHETTI
Try our new Baked Spaghetti with Meatballs & Tomato
Sauce Topped with Mozzerella Cheese & Oven Baked!
Present This Coupon For..

A Large Baked Spaghetti, ONLY
with Garlic Bread and $& OC
y
One Liter of Coke
r*ZT !
TAXNCUXXD
(Not void wtth other offers.)

Expires 2-2S-89

Present This Coupon For...

duAt O^k Ph. 1*85

A Small Baked Spaghetti
with Garlic Bread

ONLY

$3.75"
TAXNCUfXD
TAXNCIUDED

(Not void wtth other offers.)

■a**

Expires 2-28-89
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T. BOMBADILS
Home of the Longnecks

HAPPY HOURS
3 - 7
featuring

CONTEST RULES

350

I.

DRAFT
MUGS
1

LOUISVILLE VS UNLV

a.

TO PARTICIPATE: STUDY EACH OF THE ADVERTISERS BLOCKS ON THIS PACE. NOTE THE
GAME FEATURED IN THE BLOCK AND PICK YOUR WINNER. WRITE THE NAME OF TEAM YOU
THINK WILL WIN WITH THE ADVERTISERS NAME FEATURING IT IN THE NUMERICAL ORDER
THEY ARE WRITTEN . USE THE CONVENIENT FORM BELOW OR A FACSIMILE.
2. BRING IN ALL ENTRIES BY 5 P.M. FRIDAY TO ROOM 117 OF THE DONOVAN ANNEX BUILDING
(DOWN THE HILL FROM ALUMNI PARKING LOT) LATE ENTRIES NOT ACCEPTED.
3. FIRST PLACE PRIZE OF $20 WILL BE AWARDED TO THE PERSON WITH THE MOST CORRECT
GAME PREDICTIONS. IF TWO OR MORE PEOPLE TIE FOR GAMES CORRECTLY PREDICTED
THE TIE BREAKING GAME BOX (GUESS TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS IN GAME) WILL BE USED.
4. ONLY ONE ENTRY PER PERSON PER WEEK. CONTEST WILL RUN UNTIL NCAA TOURNEY PLAY.
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. REMINDER-THE DEADLINE IS 5 P.M. FRIDAY AFTER PUBUCATION.

FILL IN THIS ENTRY FORM OR A FACSIMILE

SPECIAL

NAME
ADDRESS

f

TIF, BREAKER
Louisville vs UNLV
TOTAL POINTS

PHONE

EEF BURP
ONLY

$1.85

•«iZB§X3ffl0fl
Located in the Richmond Mall

—>

ADVERTISER

GAME WINNER

Limit 1 at participating
Taco Casa Restaurants.
Expires 2-2-89

2

WIN $20 CASH IN THE
NCAA
PROGRESS' WEEKLY
BASKETBALL CONTEST!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

1.
2
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10

11.

EKU VS MIDDLE TENNESSEE

Rumors
Just off Big Hill fluenue
Tue- Tea Night
Wed- Wild Wednesday/Hourly
Prizes & Drink Specials
Thur- Shorter the Skirt-Cheaper
the Drink
826 Heath Street
624-2242
KENTUCKY VS TENNESSEE

Shooter's
Gallery{
Next to Apollo Pizza

You can't miss 'with
this Grand Opening!

Withall yov can eaiol: Flulfy Pancakes
• Crispy Bacon • Spicy Sausage •
Fresh Frull • Homestyk Hash Browns
■ Scrambled Eggs •
Warm Biscuits and Gravy •

^F*
4

Bring this coupon ■
for a free Video Game J
or a 25tf £0°,l-£aJn1*.

Purch.a of Braakfast Bar i
Offar Good Only At
Both Richmond, K Y I
irVVWM
Locations
,
Offer expires 3-1 89

GO EKU!

DUKE VS WAKE FOREST

STEAK HOUSE
5

GEORGIA TECH VS ILLINOtS

SLPEOO^L

EASTERN
STUDENTS

CORONA SWEATSHIRTS ft KEYCHAINS
ICKEY WOODS SUPERBOWL SWEATSHIRTS
Ask th* Proa art ■■■**

7

J. 1

ALL

NikeSotoflight...$79.99
Nike Driving Force... $54.99
Nike Air Trainer TW ll...$74.99

424 Richmond Mall
Richmond, Ky. 40475

FAMILY

nryoENT

i 50$ Off...

_ Purchase of Braahf.f Bar
"otter Good Only At
|Bolh Richmond. KY
Locations «w.».VY
OfTcr expires 3-1-89

1 JL

NORTH CAROLINA VS NC STATE

At BKJ Boy's Ail VJU On Eat Breakfast and Fruit Bar you can't
help but help younctf And no* help yourself to yeat savings, too

'J50C Off"

AUTUMN

...............•■■--«

r

ou just can't
stop yourself.

GOOD
LUCK
EKU!

9

NOTRE DAME VS SYRACUSE

Every Thursday
20% OFF
Any Service
at Reg. Price
With Student
Identification
Mon-FriB-8
Saturday 8-6
Sunday 12:30-5
8

The Styling Salon at

JCPenney
Richmond Mall

Phone (606)624-3501

CONNECTICUT VS GEORGETOWN

Gold Rush
Liquors
121 E. Main

623-4653

Welcome Back
Eastern!
Stop by for our
back to school specials.
to

UAB VS AUBURN

^UNIVERSITY

GO BIG E

CENTER of CAMPUS

622-2696

OPEN 8 TO 5 FRIDAYS
AND 9-1 SATURDAYS

GO COLONELS!
11

ALABAMA VS LSU

LAST WEEKS $20 WINNER WAS MARK CUMMINS!

The Eastern Ptagraw
Arts/Entertainment: B- 2-3
Acitivities: B-4-5
Sports: B-6-8

Campus living

Section
January 19,1989
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Progress photo/Charlie Bolton

PIZZAzz!

Pizza becoming food staple
for many college students

Progress illustration/Charles Lister

Dated

Jaded

but not
Flash, flesh sell calendars
By Jennifer Feldntan
Features editor

Amy Franklin is never without a dale ~ she has too
many calendars to let that happen.
The senior speech communication studies major
keeps six calendars -- a purse calendar, a desk calendar
and four wall-hanging calendars.
"It makes the semester go better," she said.
Calendars are a profitable venture, bringing in an
estimated $1.3 billion from the wall-hanging models
alone, according to one calendar company official.
But profits from such a timely business come only
once a year, and distributors - as well as buyers —
must decide on one they can live with for an entire year.
"The guys and girls take it hands down every year,"
said Joellyn Conk, vice president of sales for Day
Dream Calendars. But Conk said the typical "flesh calendars" are being replaced with more conservative
ones.
"They're getting less flashy and less fleshy," she
said. "We have more head shots of the cute guys. But
overall, you still see a lot of flesh."
But while rippling muscles and sinuous bodies—or
head shots of cute guys, as the case be — may have the
upper hand, they far from account for all the available
designs.
Day Dream offers 72 designs, including kittens and
dogs — "which are great sellers year after year"—artworks, nationally syndicated cartoonists and "off-color
calendars to appeal to everybody."
Appealing to everybody seems to be the key factor
in determining what picture will hang on the wall for a
month.
Other companies offer more subdued styles. The
Remarkable Women calendar, sacred spaces and flower
calendars from Golden Turtle Press are its best-selling
styles.
In fact, the number of different calendars increases
with each year, a phenomenon that is explained by the
holiday, gift-giving season.
Gift-giving is the biggest factor for the increase in
sales. According to a study done by Day Dream, 65
percent of all calendars are bought as gifts.
"It's perfect for a gift," Conk said. "You know
somebody loves to ski so instead of going out to buy
him a pair of socks, you buy him a ski calendar. It's
more personal."
The price is also conducive for gift-giving. Despite
a 15 percent increase in the price of paper last year, wall
calendars still run about $7.95 to $14.95.
This rationale seems to be true for University Bookstore, which has sold over half of all the calendars ordered.

The bookstore has many styles.
"I couldn't tell you how many we've sold - we've
sold a lot I think this has been the best year for
calendars," said Bonnie Ingram, trade book buyer for
the bookstore.
Ingram also said the bookstore sold about half of its
calendar stock before Christmas to be used as gifts.
The most popular styles have been animals -- "anything with kittens, dogs, horses and teddy bears" -- and
guy-and-girl calendars.
Organization is another reason for calendars' popularity. "People are so much more structured and organized these days," Conk said. "The average home has six
calendars — for the desk, wall, purse, office and home.
So you can see how it has grown. Plus, its something
everybody needs."
The calendar business enjoyed a 200 percent increase last year over the previous year's sales, and
projected Figures are to top that, according to Conk.
It's a competitive business, said Carol Melkonian.
assistant manager of Golden Turtle Press.
"There's a lot of people, and it's very seasonal. The
ideas have to stay fresh for making a calendar," she
said.
That's where the hard part comes in — choosing
copyrights that will be popular enough to live out the
year.
Status also comes into play. Conk said.
"Somebody will say, 'I'm really into Oriental art,'
so they'll buy themselves a calendar on Oriental art to
prove it."
According to statistics, the typical calendar buyer is
a 14- to 45-year-old female. Conk, however, said that
is misleading.
"I can't believe it," she said. "We move a whole lot
of girl calendars."

By Jennifer Feklmiin
Features editor
Robert Palmer has pizza delivered
to his residence hall about three times
a week. "But that's ordering it. That's
not counting going out and eating it,"
he said.
The junior from Winchester said he
cats pizza a total of five or six times
week, a fact echoed by many students
across campus.
Midnight snacking and college
campuses have made pizza what it is
today — a main staple, according to
Boris Wcinstcin, a consultant representing National Pizza Week.
And to local pizzerias, that's food
for thought.
Many pizza places report that a
large chunk of their business, from 50
percent to 95 percent, comes from the
university, mainly for the same reason.
"It's a cheap way to eat. If they're
hurting for money, a couple of them
can go in on a pizza" said Chuck Land,
assistant manager for Domino's.
And money — that ever-elusive
commodity — is often a decisive factor when it comes to students' choosing to order pizza.
"It usually evens itself out in the
long run," Belinda Meier said about
splitting the cost of a pizza between
friends. The freshman from Bard stow n
said last semester her friends and she
ordered pizza "at least" three limes a
week, although she hasn't ordered
pizza as often this semester.
Annually, the third week of January has been set aside as National
Pizza Week to recognize the Italian
food as an American favorite.
Although a fast-food commodity,
pizza is often touted as a nutritious
product.
"It has your vegetables, your cheese,
your meat, your bread—everything,"
said Lisa Smith, crew leader for Little
Caeser's.
But, according to many pizza store
workers, that's not the reason students
order so much of the product.
"Oh yeah, it's nutritious, but I really don't think that has any bearing.
As long as it's cheap, they'll eat it,"

Land said.
"It is nutritious," Billy Ball, owner
of Tom's Pizza, agreed. "But I
wouldn't really say that's the reason
they buy it. I would say young people
in general just like pizza."
They seem to be correct. Many
students say they eat pizza regardless
of any nutritional value.
"I'm an Italian-food man," Keith
Link, a sociology major from LaGrange, said. "I get late-night cravings, and I don't want to go out," so he
orders pizza with his friends, usually
about three or four times a week.
But does any of that have anything
to do with nutritional value?
"Oh, heck no," he said.
Perhaps it is the convenience factor
that beckons the student dollar and
patronage. All of the five pizza places
in town that currently offer delivery
say they derive at least 40 percent of
their business from delivery, with
figures going as high as 95 percent.
"They don't have to get in their cars
and worry about finding a parking
space," Land said.
But at least one pizza business is
finding that the luxury of delivery is
not without costs. Little Caeser's recently stopped its delivery services
because of the high cost of insuring its
drivers. Business has been slow but
still steady. Smith said.
There's only so much one can do to
hurt a pizza business.
Besides the appeal of cheap meals
and the convenience of deli very, pizza
shops often offer time guarantees,
coupons and student specials. And
apparently those ploys are working.
According to one figure, pizza is an
$11 billion-a-year industry. The average American consumes seven pizzas
a year, and the 18- to 34-year-old age
group—the col lege sect—consumes
the most pizza.
For all the imagery that a steaming,
cheesy pizza conjures up, students are
finding that it is also a popular leftover, thanks to the microwave.
"I heat it up the next day whenever
there's any left," Meier said. "But
most of the time that doesn't happen."
I

Pizza-to-go comparisons

Orders placed at noon Jan. 17 tor smallest size pepperoni pizza available
No coupons mad and no charge lor delivery. Delivery limt in minutes.
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Arts/ Entertainment
Portrait series photography exhibit:
artist interprets Italian authority figures
By Phil Todd
Arts Editor
A portrait exhibit by photographer
Richard Tichich was opened Tuesday
evening in Giles Gallery with an introductory lecture by art faculty members
Karen L. Spears and Carroll Hale.
The photographs are a portrait series of Catholic priests from villages
and small towns near Cortina, Italy.
This is the latest in a continuing series
of exhibits by Tichich, which explore
different views of authority figures in

various cultures. Tichich has recently
exhibited a series of portraits of Mexican Law Officials and another of the
Canadian Mounted Police. He spent
last summer photographing various
officials in Russia for an upcoming
exhibit.
The photographs unveiled in Giles
were all taken during a 10 week period
in the summer of 1987, when Tichich
and his wife, Leslie, were invited to
Italy as Artists-in-Residence. However, Tichich, chairman of the art dc-

D

hotdgrapher Richard Tichich displays a print
from his series on Italian figures of authority.

'And, hey,
I don't get
heartburn...
either."

partment of Georgia Southern College, was unable 10 attend the opening
lecture.
Fortunately, art professor Spears
just happened to have also been an
Artist-in-Residence in Italy during the
summer of 1987. Spears was working
in the same area, sketching and painting Catholic priests, nuns, and a few
landscapes, when she met Tichich. He
invited her lo come along on several
"shoots" since Spears speaks some
Italian.
"I went along with Richard to photograph some priests," said Spears.
"The priests didn't understand why an
American wanted to photograph them.
Some worked in churches that were
literally a thousand years old, and the
priests felt that the churches were much
more important to photograph than
themselves."
,
"Richard had a letter of introduction to use as an ice-breaker," she
explains. "The priests were generally
shy people. Leslie Tichich served as a
go-between. She would talk to the subjects, while Richard was the cameraman. Richard didn't set up a situation
or pose the subjects. He simply attempted to capture the authority and
high position of these priests in his
photographs."
Spears also emphasized the importance of the backgrounds in most of
the photographs.
"Many of these churches were
heavily bombed during World War
Two," she said, pointing to one photograph of church ruins. "One church
had several huge brass shell casings
that served as flower pots. Many of the
artifacts, religious icons, and jewelry
appearing in these photographs are
more than a thousand years old."
"I am not Catholic," she added,
"but I was always surprised at the
warm and personal reception we received from the people everywhere
we went"
Hale, who teaches photography and
art, closed the lecture by pointing to
several important aspects of Tichich's
work.
"These are all authority figures,"
said Hale. "These small village priests

are real leaders, who hold great power
in their communities. People look to
them for advice - not just on religious
matters. Yet, in these photographs,
they seem so shy, quiet, and reticent and at the same lime, you can feel
some power in the portraits. This is a
paradox."
Hale pointed to one striking portrait of a Catholic bishop. This bishop
seems to emanate power - because he
is very powerful in the area! But, at the
same time, he looks so relaxed. An
artist like this is one with his camera.
When he looks through the lens, he
sees in black and white."
Spears added that Tichich had such
control over his camera that he usually
only took one or two shots of each
subject • "not rolls and rolls like some
professionals do," she said. Tichich
says that he prints his own photos
because he hasn't found anyone else
who can print them to his liking.
The exhibition is free and open to
the public. Gallery hours are 8 am. to
4:30 p.m. weekdays, and 2 to 5 p.m.
Sundays. The exhibit will close on
Wednesday, Feb. 8.

Progress photo/Charlie BoKofl

To the photographer, these priests represent a "
paradox: shy, simple, and often reticent - yet at „
the same time, powerful figures of authority.

Flute 'Queen' to appear with Philharmonic
Progress staff report
The Lexington Philharmonic will
resume its concert season Friday at 8
p.m. at the Singlctary Center for the
Arts with special guest artist Carol
Wincenc.
Wincenc, dubbed "Queen of the
Flute" by New York Magazine, is internationally known for her ability and
achievements. She was the creator,
artistic director and a performer at the
first International Flute Festival in
1985. which has continued to be a
success each year.
She has recently performed with
the London Symphony as well as touring Japan and Korea and performing
frequently in the United Stales. She
has recorded several albums and is
presently on the faculty at the Indiana
University School of Music.
The concert will include William
Schumann's" American Festival Over-

ture" and Brahms' Symphony No.2.
Wincenc will perform Francis
Poulenc's "Sonata for Flute" and Lucas
Foss' "Renaissance Concerto."
Composer Foss wrote the concerto
especially for Wincenc's flute style.
Although completed in 1986, the work

retains a Renaissance character in its
rhythms and tone color while show
casing Wincenc's modern perform"
ance technique.
Tickets for the concert are $ 12.50,
$15, S17.50 and $20.

International Film Series will
present 13 spring semester
Progress Staff Report
The EKU International Film Series, sponsored by (he international
education office and the instructional
media division, will present 13 films
this semester. The films willbcsnown
at 7 p.m. every Monday in Library 108
beginning Jan. 23. All films are free
and open to the public.

The first film scheduled for this
semester is "The Last Emperor," a
film about the last of China's hereditary monarchs.
*
Bruce Engle of the English department is series coordinator. For more
information about the film series, caH
the international education office at
622-1478 or Engle at 622-2017.

"When I want to know what's happening on
campus, 1 cruise by the Student Center. But
when I want to know what's happening at
home, I read my Courier. I get it right in the
dorm, delivered to my room. I can see how
my old high school's doin' in basketball,
what groups are playing where, and I can
keep up with all the other stuff that's
happening, too. And, hey, I don't get
heartburn like I do at the Student Center
either."
The Courier-Journal is available on
campuses throughout Kentucky and
Southern Indiana. Students can save up to
33% off the regular subscription price.
Subscribe during registration or call 582-2211
or toll-free in Kentucky 1-800-292-6568 for
information.

•SultrierJournal
One
Great
Newspaper.
»
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A true education must include the arts I
An is the signature of man.
• GJC. Chesterton
Why bother with the aits?
. Why, indeed. In this age of fast
food, East money and cheap thrills,
why bother including an "Am and
Entertainment" section in your newspaper?
; I mean, sure, everybody understands entertainment That's what you
do to kill time.
• But why bother with the arts?
Why waste time studying old books,
looking at old paintings and listening
io old music, when you could be learning something useful like word processing?
Why learn the names of great artists, just to forget them later or to drop
©to sophisticated conversations -/so
(hat you will appear io be a real intellectual?
! For that matter, what made these
<|d guys so great, anyway? Who says
ftey're great? Why is Johann Bach
bwier than Jon Bon Jovi?
; During this semester, the focus of
fiis column will include some discussion relevant to these questions. There
are answers. Sometimes, they are not
easily found.
* For most students, the liberal arts
curriculum includes mandatory
courses in some area of the arts. Many
find this confusing.
Who cares about old books, stuffy
poetry and boring classical music?
The answer is simple— you do.
Scholars through the ages have
studied the arts. The greatest thinkers
of all time have added their insights.
*"* We have been handed a rich tradirJbn of artistic greatness. These books,
(bese poems, these plays, these paintings, these symphonies — these are
the few works of art that have been
distinguished from die hundreds of
thousands of others and have survived
the passage of thousands of fads and
hundreds of years.
These are the great works, selected
again and again by the most critical
thinkers of our time. And if you don't
care about them, you should.
A characteristic mark of the educated person has always been an understanding of the arts. Not just a
memorized list of names, for use in
winning Trivial Pursuit games, but a
working knowledge.
Aitreflects society, and in a society
geared to entertainment and quick
fixes, one must aggressively seek the
best in the arts.
Not only do the arts reflect society's influence, but they also influence society. Great art inspires everyone to aspire to like greatness; bad art
implies that "anything goes."

Off the Wall

Phil Todd
W. Paul Jones of Princeton says.
The powerful impact of modem culture upon modem man discloses the
overwhelming degree to which contemporary man is being formed by an
'art' not really worthy of the name."
In the past, all university students
learned an criticism as an integral part
of any teamed discipline. Today,
however, the study of the arts has all
but disappeared from the curriculum.
In an essay on the arts, the hue.
educator Frank E.Gaebelein lamented
the trend relegating music, as well as
other arts, to a lesser position.
"The scholiasts of the Dark Ages
included music in their quadrivium

which, with the trivium, made up the
'seven liberal arts' — the medieval
curriculum," Gaebelein says.
"And at that time, the art of music
as we know it had but began! Today
we are heirs to the glorious creations
of masters like Bach, Beethoven and
Wagner; today music has a place in
our curricula no larger than that of the
occasional course in short-story writing. The majority of colleges offer a
few musical courses; practically none
require even a single such course."
"What is now needed," he continues, "is a renaissance of musk among
all of the educated.
"Is not a little understanding of
music as essential to a truly liberal
education as chemical theories or trigonometry? For. just as much as poetry
and the drama, musk is universal
property. It is not for the muskian
alone; it is for all who lay claim to
knowledge."
What Gaebelein is saying about
musk is true for all of the arts. They
are, truly, "for all who lay claim to
knowledge."
You are in a unique and privileged
environment where you are surrounded

by the accumulated artistic riches of
the world.
Books, paintings, photographs,
recordings—a hundred years ago, the
richest kings of the world couldn't
touch a collection of art one hundredth
this size. And you can walk right in
and read, see and hear the best
William LyonPhelps of Yale challenged all who would lay claim to the
title of "educated" when he said. The
best way to appreciate beauty is to
keep looking at, to appreciate musk is
to keep listening to it, to appreciate
poetry is to keep reading it."
So start doing Ml
You are surrounded by professors
who have studied the subtleties of
their individual disciplines for yean.
Ask them what they think is great and
why.
Your fellow students may provide
insight and direction learned from their
own major areas. Participate! Experiment! Try something new!
You only go around once, you
know, and you will never be surrounded by this much an at one time
again. Enjoy it You will be a richer
person for it

KET Network offers a wide variety
of art, music, and drama programs
By Phil Todd
Arts editor
A whole world of an may be found
as close as the nearest television set—
and I'm not talking about MTV.
For more than 20 years, publk television programming through the Kenlucky Educational Television network
has made a wide variety of artistic
events available to everyone, free of
charge!
Recent specials on the KET network have ranged from Cajun rock
concerts to traditional operas and
famous plays.
Unfortunately, many people view
public broadcasting as little more than
"Sesame Street" reruns, or GED
classes. Any dedicated KET viewer
can tell you otherwise.
For the financially strapped but
inquisitive college student, KET programming provides access to any
number of Tine cultural programs.
"Kentucky Center Presents: The
Lonesome Pine Specials" is a co-production of KET and the Kentucky
Center for the Arts in Louisville. The
series, which airs in more than 113
markets throughout the United States,
will appear on KET at 10 p.m. Saturday.

"The Lonesome Pine Specials" will
feature Marcia Ball, the "Swamp
Boogie Queen," and her band. Ball is
a pioneer of the "Austin" sound — a
blend of New Orleans rhythm and
blues, rock'n'roll and Texas blues, the
kind of musk played in honky-tonks
and roadhouses across the South.
What sets Ball apart from other bar
bands is her inclusion of soul tunes in
her show. She combines powerful
vocals with a scintillating piano style.
"Masterpiece Theatre." a production of WGBH in Boston, is a showcase of theater and drama appearing
on KET Sundays at 9 p.m. This series

will feature a three-pan drama. "All
Passion Spent," set in 1930s in London. The first pan will air on Sunday.
"Austin City Limits." * country
music program, will begin its 14th
season at 10 p.m. Jan. 28. This series
is synonymous with the cutting edge
in both traditional and contemporary
country music, as well as jazz and
ethnic musk.
Artists scheduled to appear during
this season include George Strait,
Stanley Jordan, Stevk Ray Vaughn,
The Charlie Daniels Band and Los
Lobos, among others.

'Yes' plans to record
Arista Records has recently announced an exclusive, long-term agreement with the four core members of
one of the most popular and critically
acclaimed recording and performing
bands in rock musk.
Jon Anderson. Bill Bruford, Rick
Wakeman, and Steve Howe - the
musicians most often associated with
the name Yes- are recording together
for the first time in a decade. An album
release is scheduled for this spring.

followed by a world tour to begin in
Europe in July.
Visual artist Roger Dean, whose
cover art was associated with the group
in the seventies, has been commissioned to design original artwork for
the project
This best-known lineup of Yes
recorded several landmark "progressive rock" projects during the past
decade, including the classic "Fragile" in 1971.

RESERVE

A&E

calendar

Tuesday, Jan. 17 - Wednesday, Feb. 8
Richard Tiohioh, guest artist, photo exhibit.
Giles Gallery, Campbell Building.
Weekdays, 8am-4.30p.m.
Sundays, 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Friday, Jan. 20 Lexington Philharmonic and flutist Carol Wlncenc
Singletary Center for the Arts, Lexington. 8 p.m.
Saturday, Jan. 21 Marcia Bail, country rock.
KET Channel 46,10 p.m.
Sunday, Jan. 22 "AH Passion Spent*
part one of a three-part drama.
KET Channel 46,9 p.m.
Monday, Jan. 23 The Last Emperor" (China) EKU Int'l Rim Series.
Library 108, 7 p.m.
Tuesday, Jan. 24 Poison in concert.
Rupp Arena, Lexington. 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Jan. 25 EKU Faculty Woodwind Trio concert
Gifford Auditorium, Campbell Building
7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Jan. 26 Dr. Richard Bromley, faculty recital
Gifford Auditorium, Campbell Building
7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Jan. 28 "Austin City Limits," country music.
KET Channel 46,10 p.m.
Tuesday, Jan. 31 EKU Faculty Piano Trio concert
Gifford Auditorium, Campbell Building
730 p.m.
Tuesday, Jan. 31 - Sunday, Fab. S
"Driving Miss Daisy," musical.
Opera House, Lexington. 8 p.m.
* Arts and Entertainment events to be posted?
Call Arts Editor at 622-1872 or 622-1882

OFFICE RS' TRAINING

CORPS

JACK'S
One Hour Cleaner:
* Professional Dry Cleaning
* Suede and Leather Service

* Drop off Laundry Special
45* per pound
* Shirts 94* each with any Dry

Cleaning Order

Water Street

623-6244

CAN YOU
BACK
THAT UP?
Kinko's can. We make two-sided copies.
Whatever you're reproducing, Kinko's is
behind you.

kinko's

TOUR UNCLE WANTS TO PAY FOR COLLEGE
BUT ONLY IF YOU'RE GOOD ENOUGH.
Army ROTC offers qualified students twoand three-year scholarships that pay for
full tuition and required educational fees
and provide an allowance for textbooks
and supplies.
You'll also receive up to a $1000 grant
each school year the scholarship is in
effect So find out today if you qualify.

YOUR CAMPUS COPY SHOP

ARMY ROTC

Mon. thru Thurs. 8:30 to 7
Frl. 8:30 to 6
Sat 10 to 5

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE TOD CAN TAKE.

624-0237

C0HTBCT BBJ0B DUHCRH IN THE BEGLEY BUILDING
B00B 510 0B CBLL 606-622-1215.
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Activities
University fraternities prepare \Lack of funds decreases number]
for Spring Rush 1989
of GAs in intramural department
By Ken HoBoway
Activities editor
It's that time of the semester when
mosi of ihe fraternities on campus begin
lo prepare themselves to recruit candidates to be a part of their organization.
Steve Silvers, a member of Kappa
Alpha fraternity and organizer of this
semester's Greek rush, said this rush
will have some new wrinkles in it to
make men more interested in participating.
Spring Rush 1989 will officially
kick off for 11 fraternities at 5:30 p.m.
Monday in the main lobby of the Powell
Building.
"Greek rush is for a person who is
interested in Greek life. It's a good
way to meet the members of each
fraternity and find out which fraternity
is right for you or not right for you,"
Silvers said. "In this rush, we are also
trying to stress scholastic — and the
fraternities are serious about scholastic. So people who are interested in
joining a fraternity need to be serious
about scholastic."
Throughout rush, which lasts until
Jan. 31. each fraternity has planned
activities through which rushecs can
Icam about the organization.
"Each activity is designed to get the
potential rushce to know the members
of each fraternity better. A person because he said it gives a candidate
should really get a good feel for each some time to think about which fraterchapter before you decide to join one nity is best for him without receiving
pressure from members of a fraternity
specific fraternity," Silvers said.
On Feb. 1, the fraternities will send to join their organization.
bids to those men they wish to join
"After the 24-hour period, the pertheir group.
son has to wait seven days until he can
Even though Greek rush is sup- sign anything. After the seven days,
posed to be fun while providing infor- there will probably be chapters who
mation to candidates, Silvers said there will have 'open rush' which means the
are rules each fraternity must follow. fraternities will have more activities
"They cannot put up any rush mate- in order to get more people to sign
rials until the 18th. and at kickoff the with them," Silvers said.
fraternities will be allowed to distribSilvers said the other major rule
ute one brochure about their fraternity each fraternity must obey is not to
and one rush card (containing the ac- have any alcohol at any rush function.
tivities the fraternity has planned for
A member of a fraternity also canrush)," Silvers said.
not talk to a candidate at the bars in
"At each fraternity's functions, they downtown Richmond.
can distribute any material they want
Silvers said anyone caught disobeydescribing the fraternity," he said. "On ing this rule is violating a rush rule,
bid day, they cannot come in contact and the fraternity will have to go bewith their potential pledge that they fore the Interfratemity Council execuhave given a bid to until he either signs tive office.
with them or after a 24-hour period."
Some of the punishments that can
Silvers said having a 24-hour pe- possibly be handed down are no rush
riod is something new for this rush for a semester for a chapter or no rush

By Ken If olloway
Activities editor
Graduate assistants are a vital
part in the success of the many
programs are available at all universities nationwide.
But due to to a lack of funds,
some state schools are unable to
properly pay their graduate assistants and are having difficulty keeping them.
One of the programs at this university that greatly depend on the
work of the graduate assistants is
the division of intramural programs.
"Graduate assistants for our program hold a very important role.
They each take a program area, and
they arc responsible for basically
everything that goeson in that area,"
said Dr. Wayne Jennings, director
of intramural programs.
Jennings said the graduate assistants usuall y receive some help from
him and his assistant director, but
he said the majority of the work is
done by the graduate assistants.

Wayne Jennings
Currently, Jennings said he has
three graduate assistants.
The graduate assistants are in
charge of such things as supervising competitive programs, student
workers, special events and the
sports club, and maintaining all
facilities.
Jennings said if he had enough

graduate assistants, he would also
place them in charge of all of the
publicity for the indoor and outdoor programs.
Jennings said there are several
reasons why the intramural program, along with other universities, is having a difficult time hiring
graduate assistants.
"The reason we are having
trouble finding graduate assistants
is that number one, the pool of
people looking for assistantships
nationwide is down," Jennings said.
But another reason Jennings
gave is the inability of universities
to offer sufficient pay to cover living costs and tuition of graduate
assistants.
"Most institutions today are
waiving tuition and fees (for graduate assistants), and Eastern is not
doing that," Jennings said.
Jennings said if the department
cannot find qualified graduate assistants, some of the current programs will have to be cut.

T
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for a year for a chapter.

Silvers said a Greek system is an
important part of this university.
But Silvers said not everyone has
the same positive feeling about Greek
life in general, and there is some negative talk about it
"A lot of people feel, I think, that
you buy your friends. And a lot of
people think it is a drinking club, but it
is really not. They don't see the hard
work that goes into being in a fraternity like doing our philanthropy projects," Silvers said.
Silvers said it has been tough not
working with a Greek adviser to help
organi/c things. But he said he received plenty of help from Ashley
Keith, former IFC president; Duran
Hall, new IFC president; and Dr.
Hay ward M. "Skip" Daughcrty, dean
of student activities.
Silvers said he would like to see
250 to 300 people attend the kickoff
event. He is hoping the new wrinkles
will make a difference in making this
a successful spring rush.

Campus clips
Contest offered

Clips wanted

The division of intramural programs will co-sponsor a three-point
field-goal contest with Nike shoe company. There is no entry fee. The 16
semi-finalists will receive Nike socks
and jerseys. The four finalists will be
awarded Nike shoes and shorts. The
overall winner will receive a Nike
warm-up suit and bag. Entry forms
can be picked up in Room 202 of the
Begley Building or the night of the
competition. The competition will take
place at 7 p.m. Monday at the Weaver
gym. For more information, call 6221244.

Dinner planned
The Catholic Newman Center is
having a spaghetti dinner from 5 p.m.
to 8:30 p.m. Tuesday at the center.
Prices are as follows: adults and students, S3.50 and children, $ 1.50. Carryouts are available for S3. For more
information, call 623-9400.

Meeting planned

Attention: Items to be printed in
_
_
,
The
Campus Clips should be typed and
Avauon Club will have a
signed with your telephone number !!^t^gual7npm-^a!!^y'nRoom
and sent to: Ken Holloway. Activities ?[? °[^Ji^ A^"* NCW and
old members are welcome.
editor. 117 Donovan Annex.
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PROFESSIONAL
TINTING
Done in Compliance of New Law.
35% -20% Scratch Resistant Films.
Unlimited Warranty Available.
10 Yrs. Experience Se Formerly at Trallblazers.

Most Cars $100 • Most Trucks $70
Two jZ) Windows $40
AUTO • HOME • CAMPERS • OFFICES'
Window Film
DEALER

723-8589
6b

The Sun Shoppe
Tanning Salon
310 EAST MAIN STREET
623-8110
SPECIALS
(Now through Jan. 27)
<s*

January Clearance
'Skirts
'Blouses
*Sweaters
*Jog Suits
*Sweat Shirts

University Court
Monday-Saturday 10-9,
Convenient Lay-a-way
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>

BURGERS & MORE

Richmond Mall

2 Hamburgers
for

1
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Li Mon-Sat. 8-9p.m.
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TAKE OUT
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'Visual Examination for Eyegla
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Certified in Contact Lenses
by the National Research Foundation
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Every Sunday
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"Colored Soft Contact Lenses in Stock"

6b
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m
6b

Mon., Tues, Thus. & Fri.
9am-5pm

Wed & Sat
8am-Noon

WELCOME BUCK EKU STUDENTS!

ELECTIONS
Petitions available January 23 at 8 a.m.
Petitions due back January 27 by 12 noon.
Day of election: February 7,1989 10-6 p.m.

Get

Involved

o
DO

BURGERS-SHRIMP-SALADS-& MORE * BURGERS-SHRIMP-SALADS-& ™

6b

Extended Wear-Soft Daily Wear
Disposable«Tirted*ifocaH3as Permeable Lenses
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205 1/2 GeriLane
Richmond, Kentucky
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SPECIAL

CD
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6b

10 visits **
$20.00
1 visit
$2.20

BURGERS'SHRIMP'SALADS* & MORE • BURGERS*SHRIMP*SALADS'

«
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*

Sunday 1-6

Optometrist

6b

!*

S

Dr. Marion Roberts

6b
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S

New shipment of Acid
Washed Jeans.
Denim Jackets
Low Prices Every Day!

«d

AH materials available in Studsnt Assoc. Office, 132 Powell

6b
6b
6b
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King's dream of equality still fights on Fraternities going
with tougher policy
against alcohol

By Ken Holkmay
Activities editor
Martin Luther King Jr. died in
1968, but hii dream of seeing individuals sharing banc civil rights is
still very much alive.
Many people on this campus and
across the United States celebrated
on Sunday what would have been
King's 60th birthday.
People not only celebrated the
birthday of King but were reminded
there is still a long way to go before
everyone has the same civil rights.
Some students from the university participated in a march held
Sunday in Lexington and attended
a program on the University of
Kentucky's campus.
From there, the students came
back to campus and held a special
candlelight chapel service in the
Meditation Chapel.
The benediction was presented
by the Rev. Robert Blythe, pastor
of the First Baptist Church on
Francis Street in Richmond.
The celebration of King's birthday is important to many people
including Sandra Moore, director
of minority affairs, who feels people
should recognize the importance of
the works of King.
Moore said King was instrumental in her life when she was young
because of the way he united blacks
to stand up and Tight for their civil
rights.
"I think it lightened our racial
awareness ... . It is something I
carried with me throughout life
about the importance of racial equality and the importance of the commitment of the quality of life by all
races. And that is achieved by the
recognition of the fact that we are
all created equal,'* Moore said.
Angelina Huguely, 23, and president of the Black Student Union,
said many adults her age do not
totally understand the accomplishments of King.
"I wish more young people today would realize how much work
he did for us. A lot of people think
we have comesofar and that everything is so easy now," Huguely
said. "People need to realize that,
yes, we have come a long way but
there is still a long way to go."
Huguely said people should stop
concentrating on what happened in
the past and concentrate on making
things better now and for the future.
But Huguely said she has learned
a lot from King by reading books
about him, watching old film clips
and listening to her family talk about

**
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him.
"I have learned that I am just as
good as anyone else. I have learned
that I can do anything I want to do
regardless of what anyone else says.
I feel, I can accomplish whatever I
set my mind on," Huguely said.
Moore said the generation of

today may not have quite the understanding of what King was trying
to establish compared to the generation of the 1950s and 1960s.
Even though there are still some
problems facing blacks in society,
both Moore and Huguely feel bet-
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ter things are ahead in the future.
"There's more to come. But we
are going to have to work together,'*
Moore said.
Moore said the future for success will be determined by how
well blacks work when called upon
as a unit and as an individual.

By Ken Holloway
Activities editor
For years alcohol has been closely
related to Greek life, but with the rash
of alcohol-related accidents among
Grekk organizations, that association
is being slowly stopped.
Lambda Chi Alpha and Kappa
Alpha fraternities are just two chapters
on this campus getting tougher on
alcohol drinking at their activities. The
two groups are under the coverage of
the Fraternity Insurance Purchasing
Group.
Mike McGhee, president of the
university's Lambda Chi chapter, said
the chapter has rules set up by the
company which must be followed to
maintain its insurance coverage.
"Basically, what we have to do is
follow all the state and federal laws
involving alcohol,'* McGhee said.
McGhee said the fraternity cannot
have a "wet" rush, or one where alcohol is served. To be able to have alcohol at a fraternity function, all people
drinking must be 21.
"They also give you a risk-management guideline which gives the fraternities some other ways to help set up
rules for your chapter and how you can
make your parties and functions safer,'*
McGhee said.
McGhee also said the university
backs the insurance policy and the
national fraternities' guidelines to
make sure the fraternities are following the rules.
Steve Silvers, former president of
the university's KA chapter, said it is
important for his chapter to make sure
it is obeying the guidelines of the
Purchasing Group Insurance. Disobey ing these guidelines could lead to serious consequences.
"No one under 21 at any function
can drink. If any person is caught drinking under the age of 21 at a KA function, we will lose our insurance coverage," Silvers said.
"So, it is imperative we have no one
drinking at a function because if there
was every an accident, it would be a
catastrophe because we would have no
insurance according to our national
laws."
Silvers said coverage can also be
revoked if illegal substances are used.
A common feature of both fraternities' functions was once a keg, but
stricter rules have made the keg's
presence at parties obsolete.
Both McGhee and Silvers said the
only way a person can have a drink at
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then- functions U to bring bis own
alcohol. But the person still has to be
21 to be able to do this.
The best way for anyone to have a
party is to BYOB because if we would
BYOB and if something would happen, we would still be covered under
the policy," Silvers said.
Silvers said his chapter has been
under the coverage of the Purchasing
Group since the summer of 1987 and
is currently paying $25 per member
annually for the coverage.
McGhee said the Lambda Chi
chapter has to pay $32.50 per member
for each semester.
Prior to receiving coverage with
the Purchasing Group, Lambda Chi
installed iu own "get-tough" policy.
"About two years ago. we sat down
and wrote out some risk-management
guidelines, and we have been increasing them over the past couple of years,'
McGhee said.
McGhee said one of the things the
chapter does now is to require each
member to turn in his car keys before
entering a function. After the function
is over, each member must pass a
Breathalyzer test in order to get his
keys back.
McGhee also said the chapter usually assigns two to three people at each
function u make sure nobody drives
drunk, and the chapter win provide
transportation to those who are unable
to drive.
"Fraternities, I think, are never
going to get rid of alcohol drinking as
much as they would like to. But many
fraternities are now trying to make
members be more responsible when it
comes to drinking," McGhee said.
Silvers said at rust, it was difficult
for the members to accept some rules
set by their national office and the
Purchasing Group, but they are starting to understand why they must obey
them.
"At first it was tough because a lot
of people were use to having keg parties. But we had to put our foot down
and tell them that we have to BYOB,"
Silvers said. "A lot of people were
upset, but over time people got use to
it"
Both Silvers and McGhee said so
far their chapters have not had any
problems with alcohol-related accidents.
But with the "get-tough" policy
instigated by each national office, the
Purchasing Group and the chapters,
they don't forsee any accidents or
problems in the future.
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McBrayer

Colonels struggle
in conference play
By Jeffrey Newton
Sports editor
Colonel coach Max Good once said
coaches don't win games, players do.
But apparently the same holds true
for losing games.
The Colonels fell victim to the
Governors from Austin Peay State
University Saturday night and dropped
their first Ohio Valley Conference
game of the season 97-71.
It wasn't an issue of coaching. All
the timeouts were called in the right
order.
All the game plans were soundly
distilled in the minds of the players.
Practice that week was as hard as it
ever was.
But the Colonels, now 1 -3 in the
Ohio Valley Conference and 2-12 on
the season with a recent loss to Murray
State University, battled themselves
as well as a sparkling quick and energetic Austin Peay team.
Shooting 41 percent from the field
in the first half, the Colonels found
themselves in a straight jacket they
were unable to squirm out of.
To say the least Good was not
pleased with (he outcome of the game,
sitting with a solemn look of dismay
and disbelief at the pounding his team
had just taken.
"We got annihilated," Good said
after the loss. "They controlled every
phase of the game."
"We were lucky to get out of this
one only 26 points down," he said.
Good went on to say his team played
timid and never really were able to
stop the running game of the Governors.
That mistake may have cost the
Colonels the game.
Good said they practiced it all week
but just never really were able to stop
the running and control the tempo of
the game.
"We put ourselves in pressure situations all night long. We flinched and
ducked and just let them take it right to

us," he said. "We just are going to have
to totally dismiss this from our minds."
Good wasn't without praise for
Austin Peay, a team that shot better
than its season average from the field
and had a solid starting-five offensively as well as defensively.
"It's obvious they were superior to
us in all five positions. We just let
them get into the comfort zone," Good
said.
The Colonels played close, keeping the score within check at 11-10,
but Austin Peay rambled for 16 straight
points, a deficit the Colonels were
never able to tighten.
"We saw five films on these guys,"
Good said.
Monday night the Colonels had
another setback losing to the Racers
from Murray State University. The
Racers were clearly in control from
tip-off to the final horn as they rolled
past the Colonels 63-40.
This was the lowest point total the
Colonels have had since 1981 when
the Colonels were upended by the
Hilltoppsrs from Western Kentucky
University 61-34.
The Colonels got off to a stagnant
start, scoring only twice in the first 14
minutes. With 5:56 remaining in the
first half, freshman Kirk Greathouse
broke the non-scoring trend by sinking a 10-foot jumper.
By the half, the Colonels were still
way behind, and the game was out of
reach with the score 29-12.
The second half was much the same
as the first The Racers, at one point,
took a 28-point lead, and the Colonels
tried to rally.
But Murray proved too strong and
held a late charge off.
The Colonels led only once. A
Nelson Da vie lay up made the score 4 3, and that was the only lead of the

Progress photo/Bill L«ck«y

Junior Mike Davis finds trouble getting to the hoop over Austin Peay.
game for the Colonels.
When asked about his feeling on
the tough season the Colonels are
having and if he was down about the
team's performance, Davie was satirically optimistic.
"I'm not down about the team,"
Davie said. "I think we are the best

team in Central Kentucky."
Good gave his team Tuesday off
after the game to recover from the
shell shock of Murrey.
"You .can'i shoot 31 percent and
win a game," Good said. "We are just
going to have to find some way to
manufacture points."

Good was happy with the defensive effort his team put forth.
"That may be as sound of a defensive effort as we have had all season,"
Good said.
The Colonels will take on Middle
Tennessee State University Saturday
atMTSU.
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Progress staff report
Prior to the tip off to last Saturday's
men's basketball game, a dedication
of the Alumni Coliseum's basketball
arena was made for former university
basketball coach Paul S. McBrayer.
The dedication, which lasted about
15 minutes, named the arena in his
honor.
McBrayer was the winningest coach
in Colonel history compiling a record
of 214-144 in his 16 years as head
coach between 1946 and 1962.
He is also responsible for bringing
the Colonels to a Division I power.
McBrayer stood motionless looking at the crowd of 4,200, many of
whom came out to pay tribute to the
man, swaying slightly on his heels as
he spoke into the microphone.
"This is one of the finest honors I
have ever received and one of the
greatest moments of my life," he said.
McBrayer, who never had the op-1
portunity to coach in Alumni Coliseum, said he always hoped the university would build a good arena for
basketball.
Although he has problems with his
sight, he said he is sure the building is
of good quality, and he is honored to
have it associated with his name.
"I'm sure its a beautiful building,"
he said.
McBrayer is a native of Law-'
renceburg and was graduated from
Kavanaugh High School in 1926.
He played basketball and received
All-American honors at the University of Kentucky.
McBrayer served as assistantcoach
to Adblph Rupp at UK before being
named head coach at the university in
1946.
Under his leadership, the Colonels
won the Ohio Valley Conference
Championship three times.
Many of his former players returned
for the dedication to pay tribute to him.
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Lady Colonels
tested in overtime
By Jeffrey Newtoa
Snorts editor
Of the 725 people on hand for the
Lady Colonels' fame with die Lady
Cats from the University of Kentucky,
not a single spectator could say the
Colonels didn 't have ample chances to
win.
The Colonels led 68-67 with 37
seconds to play in the second half but
ended up losing in overtime 83-77.
Leading the Colonels in scoring
was senior forward LaTonya Fleming
with 26 points.
Fleming brought the Colonels back
into the game by scoring at will on the
Lady Cats in the second half.
But the Colonels started out rough.
The Lady Cats jumped to an early 2512 lead until Cheryl Palmer's righthanded hook in the paint found the
bottom of the net with a little over 9
minutes remaining in the first half.
Soon after Palmer's hook shot,
senior guard Jodie Whitaker buried a
three-pointer to sustain a sizable lead
for the Cats, and the Cats look a 42-37
lead into the locker room at the half.
But Fleming kept the Lady Colonels within reach. Her shot with over
12 minutes remaining gave the Colonels their first lead since they led 2-0 at
the start of the game.
The game seesawed until under a
minute when an earlier basket was
questioned.
The referee had called a foul after
an apparent three-point shot attempt.
The shooter was fouled, but no threepoint signal was registered by the official.
The scorers look a point from the
scoreboard and the game continued.
With the score tied at 70-70, the
Cats tried a three-point attempt at the
buzzer that skimmed the front of the
rim, bounced off the glass and gently
trickled to polyurethane hardwood
floor, sending the game into overtime.
In overtime it was all UK as the
Cats pounced all over the enthusiastic
Colonels.
With the score 77-73, Colonel freshman Kelly Cowan let a bouncing ball
roll off her leg and out of bounds.
And that was the ball game.

Goodin is good

"Whenitis close, you have logo for
the ball with your body, not your hands
and feet," Head Coach Larry Inman
said.
"We gave it to them when they
needed it"
Inman said he was disappointed
with the loss but was happy to see his
team fight back after such a disastrous
stan.
"I think to fight back like that was
great, but we're at the top of the
mountain, and we just can't seem to
get over it," he said.
"We've improved some since the
first of the year as a team. Our players
are good people, but physically and
mentally, we don't have what it takes
to play on this level," he said.
"Our problem is we just break down
mentally."
• ••
Monday night the Lady Colonels
faced Murray Stale University in an
Ohio Valley Conference game, but
came up short, losing in overtime for
the second time in three games by the
score of 66-63.
The Colonels maintained control
Program photo / Cnarte BoHon
of the Lady Racers for most of the
Cheryl
Palmer
won't
rush
this
shot over Ellis.
game until with 5.01 remaining in the
game, the Racers battled back to tie
the game at 47-47.
'Our players are good people, but physically
But the Lady Colonels hung tough
and
mentally, we don't have what it takes to
on defense, forcing the Racers to toss
a rainbow prayer with 2 seconds replay on this level.'
-Larry Inman
maining on the shot clock.
The game went into overtime, and
A last-second shot — with only 1 Colonels edged out the Governors 68it looked as though the Colonels might
second left — by Palmer, sailed high 66 in a closely fought conference
come up with a win.
matchup.
But after a missed shot with only 9 off the glass.
Inman , who was admittedly upset
seconds remaining on the clock, a
Senior Kim Hatley's two free
Colonel player scrambled for a loose with the defeat, said he disagreed with
throws
with 9 seconds left clenched
the final call.
ball on the floor.
the win for the Lady Colonels.
"I
thought
that
he
was
calling
a
In her attempt to retrieve the ball,
"I'm proud we finally won a close
timeout for us, he called a technical."
she was called for traveling.
one,"
Inman said. "We really needed
Inman was flagged with a techni- Inmann said.
that one."
"I'll
lake
the
blame
for
this
one.
It
cal foul while trying to call a timeout.
Soon after the Colonels were called was my fault."
The Lady Colonels will go on the
"They played well enough to win, road next week for two away games.
for a second technical foul, the game
and I went out there and cost them the
OnJan.21 the Colonels will travel
was ova.
south to play Middle Tennessee Stale
Sheila Smith came in and hit three game."
•••
University.
of her four foul shots and put the heat
The Lady Colonels also played
Then on Jan. 23 the Colonels will
on for the Colonels, forcing them to hit
a three-point shot to send the game Austin Peay State University prior to play Tennessee State University in
the men's game Saturday night The another road game.
into the second overtime period.
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struggled, but Goodin will try to keep
his whits about him going into a game
with Ohio Valley Conference foe
Middle Tennessee Stale University
Saturday night at Murfreesboro. Term.
Before most games, he goes through
a mental preparation, trying to think
carefully about the opposing teams
strengths and weaknesses in hopes of
finding a week link.
Goodin is a defensive player, who
applies loads of pressure on whomever he may be guarding, often resulting in turnovers in the Colonels' favor.
Playing basketball all day leaves
little time for studies, but Goodin said
Coach Max Good emphasizes grades.
"It's hard to realize studies come
first because there is so much emphasis put on basketball." Goodin said.
Goodin said Good doesn't allow
his players to miss class at all.
"If I miss a class, the whole team
has to run but me; this puts a burden on
me," Goodin said.
Goodin said the team is coming
together and starting to act more like a
learn.
"We've got a young learn, but we've
got an anxious team," Goodin said. "I
know every game we play we will
play as hard as we can."
Goodin said he has been playing
basketball ever since he was old
enough to walk.

By Bobbi French
Staff writer
Playing basketball seven nights a
week, for two hours a helping might
get old to some people, but to senior
guard Jerry Goodin, there isn't anything else worth doing.
Goodin. a 5-fooU> inch guard from
Indiana, is entering his last year m a
Colonel uniform.
Originally a walk-on, Goodin is
now on scholarship and feels a primary responsibility for team motivation as he is a senior.
He added be tries to take something
that happens on the court and make
something positive out of it
"If someone is down, I think it is my
responsibility to get those people up,"
he said.
Goodin said he also tries to give the
younger players lips, mostly on what
not to do in practice.
Goodin has seen limited amounts
of playing time this season. Primarily,
his role is to get the ball up the court
and run the offense.
Goodin doesn't see his non-starting role in the negative light. He sees it
as only an opportunity to work harder
and achieve that position.
"Sometimes it is better for me to
come off the bench because I do provide a spark to the learn sometimes,"
Goodin said.
This season the Colonels have

Head coach denies he
ever applied for job
Progress staff report
University football head coach Roy
Kidd put to rest rumors he was ever in
the running for the head coaching job
at the University of Cincinnati.
In a telephone interview last week,
Kidd said he had talked to officials at
UC about the position, but not for his
own benefit. He said he had made a
phone call to UC for a recommendation for Dave Roberts, who is presently the head coach at Western Kentucky University.
"I never even applied for the job,"
Kidd said.
When asked if he would ever con-

sider a coaching job at any other university, he said although he has not
taken any offers, that doesn't mean he
would not leave the university if a
good job were to come along.
As to filling the position left by
Leon Hart, the Colonels' offensive
coordinator who left for a head coaching job at Eton College in North Carolina, Kidd said he will not make any
fast decisions.
"I haven't decided yet, and I'm not
in any hurry to fill the spot," Kidd said.
Kidd said the position must be left
open for those who wish IO apply due
to the affirmative action requirement.
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Men's team to be viewed on T. V.
by residents throughout state
By Clint Riley
Staff writer
This season, the university men's
basketball team has been thrust onto
center stage for local and national television audiences to view.
University athletic director Donald
Combs said he is extremely pleased
with the deal that has been cut with the
Kentucky Sports Television Network
to cover some of the university's basketball games. KSTN is one of two
networks covering the Colonels this
season.
Don Russell, a KSTN sportscaster,
said the network is not yet fully in
place because some of the cable stations around the state do not currently
have the capability to hook up to the
network's pay per view system.
Currently, KSTN can be seen in the
southern Indiana and northern Kentucky area by viewers who pay a $99
fee for IS various Kentucky collegiate
basketball games. KSTN guarantees
the university's basketball team will
be pan of three televised games.
"We're
death to
.... 11 tickled
UV-RIVU to
IUUVOU.
«/ have
..u»v it.1
because
secause it goes into an area where it is

heavily populated, and that helps us.
It's a heavy recruitment area for students; that helps us," Combs said.
The deal made with KSTN frees the
university from any financial obligation to KSTN.
"It's a win-win situation, and I
haven't been in many of those," he
said.
The network is in its first year and
adds to the increasing number of sports
networks being added to cable television.
"It's not that there's a lack of sports
on TV. Our philosophy has been that
we wanted it (the network) to be with
the Kentucky schools," Russell said.
Down the road, Russell said the
university will benefit from the deal financially as well as by the exposure
the university receives.
The package is set up so the team
hosting a televised basketball game
will receive one-fifteenth of the S
percent of the total money set aside by
the network for each game.
"It is a equal share based on the
numDcroiumcsaicamisnosi,
KUSSCII
number of times a team is host," Russell
said.

Another network the university's
basketball team can be viewed on mis
season is the largest sports cable network, ESPN.
The university's basketball team
will only be shown once on the network this season.
ESPN will televise the Colonels
against Middle Tennessee State University at 11:30 p.m. Saturday at
Murfreesboro, Tcnn.
Unlike the KSTN television deal
with the university, the ESPN coverage comes with a price tag attached.
The bill is not footed by the university,
but instead by the Ohio Valley Conference.
"Eastern doesn't have to pay anything. The conference honestly pays
the expense, if there is an expense,"
Combs said. "It's money we've never
received from the conference."
Next year Colonel fans can look
forward to televised coverage of the
university's football team as well as
the men's basketball team.
Kussensaia,
uiinn uic
iuturc(c
Russell
said, "Ii think
the future
(of
KSTN) lies with football."

Hart goes off to Elon College
to pursue new coaching job
By Clint Riley

Staff writer
It was out with the old and in with
the new for Coach Leon Hart when the
1989 new year rang in.
A 13-year stay with the university's football program ended just after New Year's after Hart accepted a
job to head the football program at
Elon College in North Carolina.
During his career with the Colonels, Hart served as the receivers'coach
for his first two seasons before he
began coaching the offensive backs.
In 1981 Hart took the reigns as the
programs' offensive coordinator where
he remained.
Shortly before Christmas, Hart and
his wife. Bccki, were invited to Elon
College (enrollment 3,500) for a final
interview by the college's athletic
director. Dr. Alan White. Hart said he
felt very comfortable with Elon and its
football program after his visit.
"Elon has a winning tradition, and
coming from a winning program, that
was important," he said during a telephone interview from North Carolina.
Elon, a NAIA Division I school,
obtained NAIA national football titles
in 1980 and 1981. And the past four
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around for the right head-coaching job
for about two years but either fell short
of obtai n ing the job or the program did
not offer what he wanted.
"I wanted to be a head football
coach; it's been a goal of mine for a
long time," Hart said.
"I didn't want to go to a program
where I had to turn a 1-10 program
around because I wouldn 't be happy in
that type of situation."
Last season, Elon's football team
posted a record of 6-5 under head
coach Macky Cardcn, who resigned
after the season.
The one thing Hart said the Elon
seasons, Elon has beaten the eventual
national champion during regular season play.
Like Elon's winning tradition. Hart
accumulated his own winning tradition at the university which consisted
of a 120-36-2 record.
It was under head coach Roy Kidd's
wing that Hart was able to obtain his
impressive credentials.
"I really appreciate all of the opportunities that Coach Kidd gave me," he
said.
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People have long criticized the
NCAA for its persistence in investigating colleges for recruiting
violations.
In recent weeks, many people
have seen the NCAA blast Oklahoma State University for its alleged involvement in this area.
Many diehard Big Blue fans have
had to suffer through a long season of controversy, not knowing
whether their team will be slapped
with the death penalty for an alleged 18 recruiting violations.
There isn't much question that
the NCAA is doing an exemplary
job of curtailing some of the recruiting problems that exist in
collegiate athletics; there is a big
problem with schools that recruit
illegally.
Sometimes schools sway from
the importance of academics, and
it is important they be kept in
check.
But the NCAA is starting to get
way out of hand when it starts including items like baseball caps as
illegal gifts for recruits.
When it all comes down to it,
the NCAA is responsible! for all
the illegal recruiting in the first
place.
Example: When the NCAA
gives incredibly large sums of
money to schools for winning the
national championship in basketball and proportionately large
sums of money to teams advancing in tournament play, it is only
encouraging teams to improve
their program.

Par...
for the course

Jeff Newton
The NCAA has taken college
amateur athletics and put a price
tag on winning and losing.
For making college athletics
big business, the fault for illegal
recruiting lies with the NCAA. If
there weren't so much potential
money involved, there would be
fewer people who cared about
winning seasons.

Progress staff report
Colonel forward Randolph Taylor
will sit out the remainder of the season
following surgery for a knee injury
that has plagued him all season.
Taylor, who saw part-time duty
early on this season, could not make a
sufficient recovery to enable him to
make adequate use of one year of eligibility.
Coach Max Good said he thought it
better for Taylor to sit out rather than
risk further harm to Taylor's knee.
Taylor was averaging seven points
a game on the season and saw limited

amounts of playing time.
In addition, the Colonels will have
to be without a couple of junior college transfers who failed to make
required grades com ing out of their respective programs.
Also, freshman Robert Elam decided to play basketbal I closer to home,
in Detroit, Mich.
Elam, a 5-10, 170-pound guard,
played in the first two games for the
university and failed to generate any
offensive scoring behind early-season
starter Brandon Baker.
Although the Colonels have lost

Good
Luck
EKU

624-9351

more players than they had planned.
Good is still optimistic about the potential of his very young team.
"I like the team now, and I said I'd
really like them in the future. I' m
already at that point now," Good said.
"A couple of people I have talked
to have been talking about the team we
will have in '89. I hope they were
talking about the spring of '89," Good
said.
The Colonels are 2-12 on the season and 1-2 in the Ohio Valley Conference.
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'CO Flayers'
by JVC. Sanyo, Citizen

Audio Center
Southern Hills Plaza
624 25 15

Sadly enough, colleges have to
pay big bucks to recruit blue-chip
players.
College sports aren'tabout winning and losing anymore. Sure,
winning and losing is important to
the fans. But that isn't why universities participate in collegiate
athletics.
The simple fact is colleges —
and more so the NCAA — stand
to make a whole lot of money on
winning.
Athletes arc the vital element
in winning.
And these days, college athletes don't come cheap; no thanks
to the NCAA.
By giving big bucks to tournament winners, the NCAA has encouraged universities to win at all
costs.

Taylor to redshirt this season

'Installations'
of Car Stereo* From $20

|
10% off any Item
|
In store with coupon.
• (one coupon per customer)
Expires (9-1-88)

"Radar Detectors"
by:
<$>C9br-A

program lacks is a sense xd
oi consisc
tency.
"They were winning the big games
and losing the smaller games after a
big win," he said. "We have the talent;
we just need to develop a sense of consistency."
Hart is already hard at work putting
together his staff which might include
a number of former university football
graduate assistants as well as two
members held over from Carden's
tenure at the college.
Although Hart is extremely happy
with his new job, he said there are
things he will miss.
"I'll miss the people I worked with.
I'll miss the players more than anything else," he said.
As for his future, what does Hart
foresee?
"If I had a crystal ball in front of
me, it would be an easy question.
Right now, I'm tickled to death to be
here," he said.
As for the future of the university's
football program, Kidd said a replacement for Hart has not yet been found.
Applications and resumes for the
opening arc being accepted for 30
days.

Let the
NCAA
take some
blame

LOW PRICES

Eastland
Dexter
Keds

Mon thru Sat 9-9/Sun 3-5
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"A Cut Above The Rest

Gibson Lane

SHAMPOO, CUT & DRY
FOR ONLY
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By-Pass

$6.00

IMfl11

624-9352

SStather's Flower Shop I
\ R Dozen Carnations $2.99 |
j Wrapped in Green Pap er
*

J 630 Big Hill Avenue,
s Richmond, KY
40475
J (606) 624-0198

ITS BACK
HAPPY HOUR
2 FOR 1 VISITS
11:00 - 1:00 p.m.
FREE PRIZES
REGISTER TO WIN ONE MONTH
OF FREE TANNING

4

- , res 12-14-88
Zlth coupon only

Pre-Rush Informational
sponsored by
Interfraternity Council

Welcome Back EKU

Thur. , Jan. 19 (7-9 PM)
Powell Music Lounge

To keep your New Years
resolution Beautiful U Fitness
Center is vour solution!
January Only
For $27.00 per month
you get:
*12 Tanning Visits
'Sauna
•Whirlpool
•Nautilus
•Aerobics

Suite

ALL
FRATERNITY
RUSH
KICKOFF

U X

Figure Salon
926 Commercial Dr
Richmond, KY 40475
624-0610
\

Mon., Jan. 23 (6-8PM)
Powell Building Lounge
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CHICKEN BISCUIT
coming soon to Hardee's*

Big Deluxe Burger and
Large French Fries

^
$1.99

Hot Ham 'N7 Cheese "Sandwich
and Large French Fries
$1.99

Offer good thru January 22.1989.

Offtr good thru January 22.1989.

Please present mis coupon tMlore ordering One order
per coupon One coupon pet customer per visit
Customer must pay any sales tax due Not good in
combination with any ottier offer Cash volue 1/100
of 1C Available during lunch/dinner hours only
No substitutes, please
Offer good only at participating Hardee'i Restaurants.

Please present mis coupon before ordering One order
per coupon One coupon per customer per visit
Customer must pay any sales tox due Not good in
combination with any other offer Cosh value 1/100
otic Available during lunch/dinner hours only
No substitutes, please
Ofter good only at participating Hordee'i Restaurants

c'jee-o-imir-oooso*"! i-c/wcweoe«

twUfOKBi
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Bacon Cheeseburger
and Large French Fries

-sKj^

&

$1.99

Fisherman's Filler Sandwich
and Large French Fries
$1.99

Offtr good January 23 thru January 20.1989.

Ofter good January 23 thru January 29.1989.

Please present mis coupon before ordering One order
per coupon One coupon per customer per visit
Customer must poy any soles tax due Not good in
combination with any other offer Cosh value 1/100
of 1C Available during lunch/dinner hours only
No substitutes, please
Offer good only at participating Hordee i Restaurants

Pleose present mis coupon before ordering One order
per coupon One coupon per customer per visit
Customer must poy any sales tax due Not good in
combination with ony other offer Cash value 1/100
otic Avoilable during lunch/dinner hours only
No substitutes, pleose
Offer good only at participating Hordee'i Restaurants

Harieer
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Mushroom If Swiss" Burger^ ^
and Large French Fries
$1.99

Harieer

Chicken Fillet Sandwich
and Large French Fries

^
$1.99

&

$1.99

Offer good January 30 thru February S. 1989.
Please present mis coupon before ordering One order
per coupon One coupon per customer per visit
Customer must pay any sales tax due Not good in
combination with ony other offer Cosh value 1/100
Of 1C Available during lunch/dinner hours only
No substitutes, please
Offer good only at participating Hordee'i Restaurants.
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i wfete out to win you over •*

Big Deluxe Burger and
Large French Fries

Turkey Club" Sandwich
and Large French Fries

■ >XfeteouttDwinyouoreE *

^
$1.99

Offer good February 6 thru February 12.1989.

Offer good February 6 thru February 12.1989.

Please present mis coupon before ordering One order
per coupon One coupon per customer per visit
Customer must pay ony sales tox due Not good in
combination with ony other offer Cosh volue 1/100
otic Avoilable during lunch/dinner hours only
No substitutes, please
Ofter good only ot participating Hardee'i Restouranti

Please present mis coupon before ordering One order
per coupon One coupon per customer per visit
Customer must pay ony sales tax due Not good in
combination with ony other offer Cosh volue 1/100
or 1C Available during lunch/dinner hours only
No substitutes, please
Ofter good only at participating Hordee'i Restaurants

t 19*9 HO'fm 1 'ooo Srt*-1 «c '**o 'i>943e*

ttaateer

i wete out to win you OKX. V

Chicken F
A savory, whole wr
fillet, lightly breade
Served piping hot o
shredded lettuce an

i weteouttowinyaucRa: •<

Offer good January 30 thru February 9.1989.
Pleose present mis coupon before ordering One order
per coupon One coupon per customer per visit
Customer must pay any sales tox due Not good in
combination with ony other offer Cash value 1/100
of 1C Available during lunch/dinner hours only
No substitutes, please
Ofter good only at participating Hordee'i Restaurants
t M9-a'Ws<:ocS,n~i ne »-•<: I 9*38*

VtafaBi
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X your nearby Ha
delicious ways to en
chicken. Our recipes
cuts, andourChickei
Stix" are cooked in c
The result is a rich, f
flavor and a whole
goodness So hurry i
and taste for yoursel
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Chicken
A Garden Fresh sal;
watering strips of sp
white meat chicken
Swiss and Cheddar
tomatoes, shredded

Chic
Succulent strips oft
chicken breast, with
coating Ready to di
choose from Barbec
or Sweet & Sour
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.t your nearby Hardee's, you'll find three
delicious ways to enjoy the rich full flavor of REAL
chicken Our recipes use only whole white meat
cuts, and our Chicken Fillet Sandwich and Chicken
Stix " are cooked in cholesterol-free vegetable oil
The result is a rich, full
flavor and a wholesome
goodness. So hurry in today,
S;^^
and taste for yourself

Chicken Fillet Sandwich
A savory, whole white meat chicken breast
fillet, lightly breaded with a seasoned coating
Served piping hot on a sesame seed bun, with
shredded lettuce and mayonnaise.

A Garden Fresh salad, loaded with mouthwatering strips of specially seasoned, whole
white meat chicken. Tossed with shredded
Swiss and Cheddar cheeses, sun-ripened
tomatoes, shredded carrots, and iceburg lettuce.

Chicken Stix'M
Succulent strips of tender, whole white meat
chicken breast, with a tasty, spiced-just-right
coating. Ready to dip in your favorite sauce...
choose from Barbecue, Sweet Mustard, Honey,
or Sweet & Sour.
</>
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.t your nearby Hardec s, you II
find three delicious ways to enjoy
the rich full flavor of REAL chicken
Our recipes use only whole white
meat cuts, and our Chicken Fillet
Sandwich and Chicken Stix "are
cooked in cholesterol-free vegetable
oil The result is a rich, full flavor
and a wholesome goodness So
hurry in today and
taste for yourself
v ^

Chicken Fiestav Salad

Chicken Stix"*

A Garden Fresh salad, loaded with
mouthwatering strips of specially
seasoned, whole white meat
chicken Tossed with shredded
Swiss and Cheddar cheeses, sunripened tomatoes, shredded
carrots, and iceburg lettuce

Succulent strips of tender, whole
white meat chicken breast, with a
tasty, spiced-just-right coating
Ready to dip in your favorite sauce
choose from Barbecue, Sweet
Mustard. Honey, or Sweet & Sour

Chicken Fillet Sandwich
A savory, whole white meat chicken
breast fillet, lightly breaded with a
seasoned coating Served p::
hot on a sesame seed bun. with
shredded lettuce and may nnaisi
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CHICKEN BISCUIT
coming soon to Hardee's

Hairieex

^Wfete out to winyou oven

